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Abstract
As many key elementary reactions having broad utility in chemistry have been
found to be catalyzed at transition-metal centers, there has been enormous effort devoted
to the design and optimization of such catalysts. In addition to empirical experiments that
measure catalytic activity, theoretical chemistry offers a complementary approach to
understanding mechanisms of catalysis and can be used to accelerate the design of secondand subsequent-generation catalysts with further improved properties. In the broader sense,
catalysis science provides opportunities to explore and understand how catalysts work at
the atomic scale by means of computation, synthesis, and characterization. The primary
goal of this thesis to investigate the fundamental features of transition-metal-based systems
and their roles in the activation mechanisms of hydrocarbon and biomass feedstocks via
density functional theory (DFT) and wave function (WF) theory methods. Accordingly,
this thesis presents (i) accurate prediction of gas-phase ionization energies of mononuclear
copper complexes using high level quantum mechanical methods (Chapter 2), (ii) the
effects of electronic perturbations on the copper-hydroxide complexes involved in C-H
bond activation reactions (Chapter 3), (iii) catalytic decarbonylation of biomass-derived
carboxylic acid derivatives to olefins (Chapter 4), (iv) the dual ligand role in selective
decarbonylation of fatty-acid esters to linear α-olefins (Chapter 5).
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Chapter 1
Transition-Metal Mediated Chemical
Transformations

1

1.1. General Remarks
Creating a sustainable future for our increasingly energy-hungry planet is a major
challenge as ever larger populations are demanding access to power at an ever increasing
pace. This growing demand for energy requires us to find new and more efficient ways to
produce the materials used by modern society, as well as possibly to produce renewable
fuels to power that society, in place of reliance on existing fossil fuels. Goals like these are
at the heart of “sustainability” as a field of research.
Sustainable chemistry endeavors, often referred to as “green” chemistry, have come
increasingly into focus over the past decades. In particular, highly selective and efficient
chemical transformations have been targeted for development and improvement based on
the use of transition-metal catalysts. An essential prerequisite to employ greener
technologies is the efficient use of renewable hydrocarbon feedstocks. This in turn
underlines the necessity to develop the available technologies for methane conversion to
more value added products as methane is the primary source of natural gas feedstocks.[1,2]
It is also a byproduct from oil refining and chemical processing and all these make methane
a potential raw material to be used as transportation oil and to serve as carbon source for
synthesis of chemical commodities and synthetic transformations. However, direct
conversion of methane to value added products is a remaning challenge due to the high
stability of methane. In this respect, catalytic or stoichiometric C-H bond activation has
been elusive subject of chemical research with an extended scope of hydrocarbons other
than methane.[3–7]
Improving the selectivity and efficieny of C-H bond functionalization has been
major focus of the field of C-H bond activation. In this regard, transition-metal catalyzed
C-H bond functionalization has attracted much interest especially in bio-inorganic
chemistry as reactive metal-oxygen species are implicated as key intermediates in the
catalytic cycles of oxygen activating heme-based proteins (e.g. methane monooxygenase
and P-450 cytchrome) and nonheme metalloenzymes (e.g. catecholase). Thus, further
efforts have been devoted to mimic the biologically relevant complexes to design potential
oxidants that enable the cleavege of strong C-H bonds in a selective and efficient manner.
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Besides saturated hydrocarbon feedstocks, unsaturated hydrocarbons such as
olefins are also important raw materials in chemical industry. As a subclass, linear α-olefins
(LAOs) are important commodity chemicals that find utility in a wide range of industrial
applications. The current leading technology for olefin formation is steam cracking which
requires elevated temperatures.[8] However, more sustainable processes are necessary to
fullfill the future demand for commodity chemicals. In this respect, biomass feedstocks are
potential alternatives. Biomass is a carbon-rich material and mainly generated by
photosynthesis and available at a relatively low cost. In contrast to fossil feedstocks, it can
be renewed with a reasonable timescale thereby making it an attactive source for olefin
production.[8]
Biomass derived carboxylic acids are renewable sources for polyolefin syntheses
and thus an important goal is to develop catalytic transformations that sustainably
transform these structurally diverse acid educts into olefin products with high selectivity.
Production of olefins via transition-metal-catalyzed decarbonylation of bio-derived
carboxylic acids is one approach that has been explored and demonstrated to be possible
with low toxicity, and tolerant of diversity.[9,10] Direct routes for the conversion of
carboxylic acids to olefins typically proceed with high activation energies. However,
carboxylic acid derivatives such as esters and anhydrides are more reactive and can serve
as key precursors in carboxylic acid transformations, and in particular transition-metalbased catalysts have been shown capable of transforming them to high-value olefins.[11]
As many key elementary reactions having broad utility in chemistry have been
found to be catalyzed at transition-metal centers, there has been enormous effort devoted
to the design and optimization of such catalysts. In addition to empirical experiments that
measure catalytic activity, theoretical chemistry offers a complementary approach to
understanding mechanisms of catalysis and can be used to accelerate the design of secondand subsequent-generation catalysts with further improved properties. In the broader sense,
catalysis science provides opportunities to explore and understand how catalysts work at
the atomic scale by means of computation, synthesis, and characterization.
Along these lines, I will focus on transition-metal catalyzed C-H and C-O bond
activation mechanisms that facilitate the use of natural feedstocks in a sustainable energy
3

platform. More specifically, I will present copper-containing systems that enable the
oxidation of relatively strong C-H bonds of 9,10-dihydroanthracene and 1,4cyclohexadiene to anthracene and benzene, respectively in the scope of C-H bond
activation. Moreover, I will focus on Pd- and Ni-based catalysts for the conversion of
biomass-derived carboxylic acid derivatives to LAOs in a decarbonylative C-O bond
activation framework.

1.2. C-H Bond Activation
The catalytic oxidation of C-H bonds emerged as a powerful tool because of
biological and technological interest since synthetic transformations enable conversion of
saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbons into oxygenated complexes which can serve as
organic precursors.[5,12] Thus, selective activation of C-H bonds under mild conditions has
been pronounced to be of paramount importance and most of the literature dedicated to CH bond activation focuses on the mechanism to understand these systems so as to lead to
the development of catalytic oxidation of hydrocarbons.

[6,7,13–15]

However, hydrocarbon

functionalization, in particular, alkane conversion has been long considered difficult
because of the nonpolar character of C-H bond in alkanes.[16,17] Aromatic and unsaturated
hydrocarbons have been demonstrated to more readily undergo C-H bond activation and
functionalization owing to the presence of unoccupied π* antibonding orbitals with
relatively lower energy compared to σ* antibonding orbitals of alkanes.[18] Nevertheless,
selective oxidation of alkanes remains a challenging issue due to the necessity of harsh
reaction conditions to be able to activate the strong nonpolar C-H bonds.
Shilov and Coperet offered representative catalytic systems that can afford the CH bond activation of methane in both homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysis.[16,19] In
view of these work, C-H bond activation for metal-based systems can be classified into
two main mechanisms as direct activation and indirect activation described as follows.

Direct/True Activation. As the name implies, this kind of activation mechanism involves
the direct interaction between the metal and substrate resulting in a σ M-C bond (Scheme
1.1).[20] According to the direct activation mechanism, the C-H bond cleavage can be
4

promoted via oxidative addition, electrophilic activation or Lewis acid-base formation
while the latter is more common for heterogeneous catalysis, the former two are commonly
observed in homogeneous systems. Substitution and insertion type mechanisms, as shown
in Scheme 1.1, are governed by the total charge transfer from the metal to the C-H bond as
well as the backdonation from the occupied C-H bond σ orbital to empty metal dσ orbital.
While the oxidative addition requires an electron-rich metal center with low oxidation state,
Lewis acid-base pair formation and electrophilic activation are dictated by electrondeficient metal centers with high oxidation states.

Scheme 1.1. Schematic representation of the direct C-H bond activation. Adapted from
reference [20].

Indirect/Fake Activation. This type of mechanism is described as a ligand-mediated
activation as the metal center is not directly involved in the C-H bond cleavage but a basic
ligand in the coordination sphere is responsible for the hydrogen atom abstraction
(HAA)[21] from the substrate (Scheme 1.2). The indirect C-H bond activation is usually
promoted by basic oxygen ligands coordinated to the metal center or present on the surfaces
of heterogenous systems, and results in the formation of free alkyl radicals.[22–28] The
indirect activation or HAA directs most of the catalytic alkane/aromatic hydrocarbon
oxidation in homogeneous, heterogeneous and enzymatic systems and thus, remarkable
5

efforts have been devoted to characterize and understand the active species in transitionmetal mediated HAA reactions as more elaborately described in the following section.

Scheme 1.2. Schematic representation of indirect C-H bond activation. Adapted from
reference [20].

1.2.1. Transition-Metal Complexes in C-H Bond Activation
Metal oxygen species where a metal atom binds to an oxygen atom has been
unveiled as powerful oxidants in a wide range of biological and chemical reactions.[29,30]
In particular, metal-oxo species (M=O) gained increasing interest due to their electrophilic
character and highly oxidizing feature in C-H bond activation through a HAA
mechanism.[29–33] The intrinsic properties of metal-oxo species can be probed by several
experimental techniques (e.g. UV-Vis, EPR, CV, Mössbauer)[34–36] that can elucidate the
electronic configuration of transition-metal complexes, the influence of supporting ligands
and the surrounding solvent molecules. Metal bound oxyl radicals (M-O˙) are also proven
to be reactive intermediates in oxidative catalysis of C-H bonds.[26,37]
Due to the natural abundance of iron-based enzymes for hydroxylation reactions,
the role of iron-oxo complexes with high oxidation states ( e.g. IV, V) in oxidative
transformations of C-H bonds has been extensively studied and well documented.[34,38,39]
One distinct example of iron-oxo based catalysts is the cytochrome P450 family of proteins
that facilitates alkane to alcohol conversion.[32,40] Motivated by the reactive nature of ironoxo species in P450, a great amount of research focused on the generation of iron-oxygen
species capable of activating C-H bonds of various substrates with relatively strong C-H
bonds.[41–43]
A similar or comparable reactivity can be anticipated for other 3d transition metals
as long as an electrophilic metal-oxygen complex is generated that can abstract a proton
from the saturated or unsaturated hydrocarbon. In that sense, copper-oxygen cores have
been also proposed to be competent in the HAA mechanisms relevant to their biological
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analogues.[31,37,44–49] Beside Fe and Cu, several other transition metals have also been
shown to engage in HAA and C-H bond functionalization.[50–53] Thus, key chemical
principals acquired from extensive studies of transition-metal mediated C-H bond
activation hold great promise for a wide range of synthetic applications by environmetally
friendly and energy efficient ways.

1.2.2. Hydrogen Atom Transfer
Reactions that involve transfer of electrons and protons can be classified as
stepwise proton coupled electron transfer which proceeds with either an initial proton
transfer (PT) or an inital electron transfer (ET) and as a concerted pathway without an
intermediate (Scheme 1.3).[54–56] The concerted mechanism is named as concerted proton
coupled electron transfer (CPET) and most of the C-H bond activation reactions with strong
C-H bonds proceed via CPET.[57] The definition of PCET comprises the hydrogen atom
transfer (HAT) wherein a hydrogen atom is transferred between two groups.[57,58] For HAT
reactions, one common feature is the simultaneous transfer of proton and electron from the
same donor to the same acceptor though electron and proton can have different destinations
for more general PCET reactions.[59]

Scheme 1.3. Concerted (CPET) versus stepwise (ET-PT or PT-ET) transfer of electron
and proton. Adapted from reference [57].
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1.2.3. Thermodynamics of PCET (HAT)
To understand whether electron transfer reactions occur through a stepwise or
concerted pathway, it is valuable to have the knowledge of thermodynamics of the reaction.
The thermodynamics of PCET is described by two key parameters which are standard free
energy measurements, namely, standard reduction potential (E0) and acid-base constant
(pKa) of chemical species. These two parameters establish a correlation with the homolytic
bond dissociation energies of the newly formed bonds which is more appropriately
described as the bond dissociation free energies (BDFE) as E0 and pKa defined in terms of
free energies (Scheme 1.4). Whereas solvent electric field may have a significant influence
on the reduction potentials and acid-base constant measurements, bond strengths of
nonpolar C-H bonds are less sensitive to the solvent environment. Thus, a compensating
change in E0 and pKa, viz. an increase in reduction potential accompanied by a decrease in
acid-base constant and vice versa, results in a constant BDFE.

Scheme 1.4. Thermodynamic square analysis of CPET (HAT). Adapted from reference
[57].

0
The standard free energy change for electron transfer∆𝐺𝐸𝑇
is associated with the

reduction potentials of X  / X  or XH  / XH couples (Scheme 1.4) and is calculated as
follows
0
GET
 nFE 0  23.06E 0 kcal/mol for n  1
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(1.1)

where n is the number of electrons, F is the Faraday constant and E0 is the standard
reduction potential for a given reaction.
0
The standard free energy change for the proton transfer ∆𝐺𝑃𝑇
is associated with the

pKa values of the XH and XH  species and is calculated as follows
0
GPT
  RTInKa  2.303RTpK a  1.37 pK a kcal/mol

(at 298 K)

(1.2)

Accordingly, BDFE can be determined from the Hess’ law using the E0 and pKa
values obtained from equations 1.1 and 1.2 as shown in the following equation

BDFEsolv ( X  H )  1.37 pK a  23.06E 0  CG ,solv (kcal/mol)

(1.3)

where 1.37 and 23.06 stand for the appropriate constants to identify pKa and E0 in energy

/H(solv)
units and CG,solv associated with energy requirement for the reduction of the H (solv)

couple in a given solvent.
Computational methods have been extensively studied for the accurate prediction
of standard reduction potentials and acid-base constants. However, identification of robust
quantum mechanical models for the accurate prediction of thermochemical properties, that
play key roles in dictating catalytic activity, remains an ongoing effort particularly when
transition-metal complexes are considered. In particular, otherwise widely employed
quantum mechanical approaches for computing standard reduction potentials (which is a
measure of a molecule’s propensity to accept or deliver an electron) are found to be
woefully inaccurate for copper-containing systems.[49] This is a significant problem when
it comes to modeling catalysis involving electron transfers, which is the norm in transitionmetal-based catalysis. Therefore, I will focus on the accurate prediction of gas-phase
ionization energies that is the major determinant of the standard reduction potentials as the
electronic energy difference between the oxidized and reduced species

for various

mononuclear copper systems (Chapter 2) before I delve into the C-H bond activation by a
specific mononuclear copper system as presented in Chapter 4.
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1.2.4. Kinetics of PCET (HAT)
It has been long demonstrated that there is a well-established correlation between
the thermodynamics of HAT reactions and kinetics of the homolytic bond cleavage of CH bond of a given reaction. In accordance with this correlation, the larger rate constants
associated with C-H bond cleavage point out a larger BDFE as the driving force.[21,49]
Rate constants for HAT reactions can be determined by using the canonical
transition state theory (TST) and depend on the free energy of activation. However, a
higher level estimate can be achieved by using the nonclassical TST which includes
transmission coefficient that is greater than unity and thus increases the calculated rate
constant by accounting for quantum mechanical tunneling which has a significant impact
on reaction kinetics when the reaction coordinate involves a hydrogen atom, proton or
hydride.[60,61] Mechanistic studies for most of the HAT reactions prove the great tunneling
effect reflected in measured rate constants along with large kinetic isotope effects which is
evident to the nonclassical behaviour of HAT.[62]

1.3. Transition-Metal Mediated C-O Bond Activation of Anhydrides and Esters
The activation of C-O bonds by transition-metal complexes is also an attractive
research area so as to design new functional materials that can have considerable impact
on organic synthesis. Carboxylic esters and anhydrides are known to add to low valent
transition-metal complexes by an oxidative addition mechanism[63] and in turn, generate
transition-metal-acyl complexes which are ubiquitous in a variety of transition-metal based
reactions (Chapter 4, Scheme 4.1).[64] Further reaction of transition-metal-acyl complexes
through a decarbonylation mechanism[65] leads to the formation of alkenes along with the
release of a CO molecule (Chapter 4, Scheme 4.1).[63] The feasibility of such reactions
strongly depend on the ligand environment and binding affinity of the metal to the initial
ligands as well as the newly formed intermediates on the course of reaction. Moreover,
isomerization of decarbonylation products, terminal alkenes into internal alkenes, is a very
common reaction pathway that diminishes the selectivity of this type reactions toward a
single product.[66] Therefore, many efforts have been devoted to design new catalysts that
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can undergo selective decarbonylation reactions to produce terminal olefins (LAOs) that I
will focus on in Chapters 4 and 5.

1.4. Overview
The objective of this thesis is to provide insights and predictions into the
fundamental features of transition-metal-mediated systems and their roles in C-H and C-O
bond activation mechanisms for selective chemical transformations to more value-added
products. In that sense, I begin with the validation of computational approaches for the
accurate prediction of gas phase ionization energies of mononuclear copper complexes
(Chapter 2). The significance of copper-oxygen moieties in C-H bond activation reactions
is briefly reviewed in Chapter 3. Then, the mechanistic studies for the C-H bond activation
of 9,10-dihydroanthracene and 1,4-cyclohexadiene to anthracene and benzene,
respectively, along with subtle tuning of electronic properties are presented. Finally,
catalytic C-O bond activation for biomass-derived carboxylic acid derivatives anhydrides
and esters through a dehydrodecarbonylation mechanism to generate terminal olefins are
presented in Chapters 4 and 5.
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Chapter 2
Accurate Ionization Energies for
Mononuclear Copper Complexes
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2.1. Introduction
Copper is a key element found in the active sites of many metalloenzymes.[36,67] As
an earth-abundant metal, it has also been attractive for use in the design of reagents and
catalysts for selective synthetic transformations, e.g., C–H bond activation[44,49,68–72], aryl
aminations[73,74]and water oxidation.[75–79] Fundamental to the utility of copper in these
processes is the range of oxidation states that can be accessed during the course of
individual reaction mechanisms, whether proceeding by one- or two-electron-transfer
processes.
In solution, the energetics associated with such processes are typically expressed in
terms of standard reduction potentials, and these can often be conveniently measured by
cyclic voltammetry and related electrochemical techniques, albeit with potential
complications associated with irreversible reactions when they occur. Computational
approaches for the prediction of standard reduction potentials, which offer affordable tools
for in silico catalyst design, have been extensively benchmarked for many organic and
inorganic systems.[80–90] While theoretical protocols based on density functional theory are
in many cases robust, exceptions are not uncommon, particularly when transition-metalbased compounds are considered. In our experience, copper-based compounds can be
particularly challenging in this regard.
Accurately modeling the influences of solvent and/or counterions that are present
in an experimental system complicates the benchmarking of theoretical methods against
measured standard reduction potentials. To properly assess whether the failure of a
particular computational model to predict accurately a standard reduction potential is
associated more with inaccuracies in the electronic structure method, or instead with
inaccuracies in accounting for the condensed phase, it is necessary to assess these two
contributions separately. In the former instance, the key observable of interest is the gasphase ionization potential, which has the status of an enthalpy. In this work, we will focus
on ionization energies, i.e., changes in electronic energy, as this is the key variable for a
theory-to-theory comparison (and the remaining contributions to molecular partition
functions required to compute other thermochemical quantities like enthalpy are not
expected to be particularly sensitive to the choice of theoretical model).
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Measurements and predictions of molecular ionization potentials are widely
available,[89,91–95] but data are comparatively scarce for transition-metal-containing
compounds. When experiment is not available as a benchmark, the next best alternative is
generally a theoretical prediction from a wave-function-based theoretical model that
includes, as completely as possible, electron correlation effects (computed using as
complete a single-particle basis set as possible). Coupled cluster calculations including
single, double, and perturbatively estimated triple excitations (CCSD(T)) within a localpair natural orbital (LPNO)[96–98] basis are particularly attractive in this regard as they offer
high accuracy and may be practically undertaken for molecules of moderate size like those
that we will study here. A further approximation, exploiting a domain-based local pair
natural orbital (DLPNO)[97][99] formulation extends the range of this model to systems
having more than 100 atoms. Key to DLPNO is the identification of domains where the
most relevant excitations for accurate prediction of the electron correlation energy are
localized.
When considering copper, relativistic effects can also be important, even though
copper is a first-row transition metal.[100] Incorporation of scalar relativistic effects is
readily accomplished through such models as the zeroth-order regular approximation
(ZORA)[101] and the Douglas-Kroll-Hess (DKH)[102]effective Hamiltonian.
Our goal is to assess the utility of different density functional protocols,
benchmarked against extrapolated DLPNO-CCSD(T) values in conjunction with scalar
relativistic effects, for the prediction of ionization energies for a variety of copper
coordination compounds. The compounds have been chosen from the literature and most
have measured standard reduction potentials, but not ionization energies. We discuss what
proves to be a surprising variability in functional performance, as well as potential sources
of error and implications for modeling standard reduction potentials in general.

2.2. Computational Methods
Geometries. Gas-phase geometry optimizations were performed at the density
functional theory (DFT)[103] level using the Gaussian09[104] program suite. Integral
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evaluations used the grid=ultrafine option. For one paradigmatic system (see below), we
first considered optimized geometries from M06-L,[105] PBE0-D3(BJ),[106] CAM-B3LYPD3(BJ),[107] and ωB97X-D[108] (as implied by the nomenclature, for PBE0 and CAMB3LYP dispersion effects were included through Grimme’s D3[109] dispersion correction
with Becke-Johnson (BJ) damping function)[109]. All-electron basis sets def2-nVP[110] (n =
S, TZ) and correlation consistent polarized (cc-pVnZ)[111] with double zeta (n = D) on
nonmetal atoms and triple zeta (n = T) on Cu were surveyed. The SDD[112] basis set with
its effective core potential and associated DZP basis for valence electrons for Cu was also
examined. For def2 type basis sets, the W06[113] density-fitting approximation was used for
efficiency. In addition, the DZ 6-31+G(d,p) basis set combined with the Wachters-Hay allelectron basis set[114] [14s9p5d]→[8s4p2d] for Cu was employed. All stationary points
were verified as minima by vibrational frequency analysis. Our initial survey led us to
choose to optimize all remaining geometries at the M06-L level with def2-TZVP on
nonmetals and SDD on Cu. The spin states of all Cu(I) and Cu(III) compounds are closedshell singlets (except Cu(III) for CuF2 system with a triplet spin state, see Figure 2.1) and
all Cu(II) species are doublets.
Ionization energies. Ionization energies (IEs) were calculated as the gas-phase
electronic energy difference between oxidized (Cu(III) or Cu(II)) and correspondingly
reduced (Cu(II) or Cu(I)) species, with all species at their fully optimized geometries, i.e.,
the IEs are adiabatic. All values are reported in eV.
Density functional theory. For our test set of 12 Cu compounds, we tested 21
density functionals as shown in Table 2.1. For local functionals, we consider specific
functionals chosen from the generalized gradient approximation (GGA), non-separable
gradient approximation (NGA), meta-GGA, and meta-NGA types. For nonlocal, i.e.,
hybrid functionals, we include in our evaluation GGA and meta-GGA, as well as rangeseparated GGA and meta-GGA types.
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Table 2.1. Density functionals tested in this study.
Type

Functional

X (%)a

Ref.

Local GGA

BLYP

0

[115,116]

PBE

0

[117]

SOGGA11

0

[118]

BP86

0

[115,119]

Local NGA

N12

0

[120]

Local meta-GGA

M06-L

0

[105]

TPSS

0

[121]

τ-HCTH

0

[122]

M11-L

0

[123]

Local meta-NGA

MN12-L

0

[124]

Nonlocal hybrid GGA

B3LYP

20

[125]

PBE0

25

[106]

SOGGA11-X

35.42

[118,126]

M06

27

[127]

M06-2X

54

[127]

M06-HF

100

[127]

TPSSh

10

[121,128]

τ-HCTHh

15

[122]

CAM-B3LYP

19–65

[107]

ωB97X-D

22.2–100

[129]

M11

42.8–100

[130]

Nonlocal hybrid meta-GGA

Nonlocal
range-separated
hybrid GGA

Nonlocal
range-separated
hybrid meta-GGA
a

X = percentage of nonlocal Hartree-Fock exchange.

Wave function theory. Several wave function theory (WFT) methods as
implemented in ORCA[131] were used to compute IEs for various DFT-optimized
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structures, including Møller–Plesset second-order perturbation theory (MP2), conventional
coupled cluster theory with single and double excitations (CCSD) and further including
perturbatively estimated triple excitations (CCSD(T)), CCSD and the coupled electron pair
approximation (CEPA)[132] computed within the local pair natural orbital (LPNO)[96]
approach, and domain-based local pair natural orbital with CCSD(T), (DLPNO-CCSD(T)).
For LPNO and DLPNO calculations, the NormalPNO settings of the ORCA code were
employed.
While the N5 (where N is the number of basis functions) scaling of LPNO-CCSD
is improved over conventional CCSD, it remains impractical for molecules with more than
100 atoms.[133] DLPNO, which combines both pair natural and pair atomic orbitals and is
based on the concept of orbital domains, permits efficient extension of the model to still
larger systems. DLPNO with single, double and quasitriple excitations (a T0 treatment in
which occupied orbitals are localized and virtual orbitals are canonical, DLPNOCCSD(T)) is able to recover around 99.9 % of total correlation energy and its linear scaling
implementation renders it an efficient and accurate method.[133,134] In our WFT
calculations, we applied a combination of def2-SVP/def2-TZVP basis sets to extrapolate
to the complete basis set (CBS) limit for the prediction of IEs, as described in full detail in
the results and discussion section.
Relativistic effects. To assess the importance of relativistic effects, we carried out
calculations with the zeroth-order regular approximation (ZORA)[101] and Douglas-KrollHess (DKH)[102] relativistic Hamiltonians in combination with our DLPNO-CCSD(T)
methodology. For both ZORA and DKH, the relativistically recontracted version of the allelectron def2-TZVP Ahlrichs basis set available in the ORCA code was employed.
Extrapolated DLPNO-CCSD(T) calculations adopted the ZORA approximation.

2.3. Results and Discussion
Test set. The Cu compounds evaluated here include F atoms and C-, N-, O-, and Sbased ligands. The formal oxidation states vary from I to III. As we examine exclusively
one-electron redox couples, we consider ionization energies for the couples (I/II) and
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(II/III). The formal charges of reduced and oxidized compounds range from –1 to +2. From
the literature, we select 12 mononuclear Cu complexes to cover a wide variety of chemical
environments. The structures for 1[135], 2[135],[136], 3[137], 4[138], 5[138], 6[139], 7[140], 8[140], 9[141],
10[71], 11[142] and 12[143] are shown in Figure 2.1. Given the different oxidation states and
formal charges, for ease of notation, we will simply use the Arabic numeral to represent
each compound in its reduced state (i.e., 1, 2, etc.) and add a prime to indicate the oneelectron oxidized state (i.e., 1´, 2´, etc.). Some of these molecules have been reported in
the context of light-emitting electrochemical cells,[139] water-oxidation catalysis,[75] and C–
H bond activation.[71]
First, an analysis of the simplest systems 1, 2, and 3 was carried out to compare
different wave function theory methods. Then, a full benchmark study for all systems (1–
12) was performed using 21 density functionals.

Figure 2.1. Test set of copper compounds evaluated in this study with relevant oxidation
states and corresponding formal charges indicated.
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Selection of geometries. To assess the sensitivity of optimized geometries to
functional, we chose to focus on a Cu(I) to Cu(II) ionization because of the significant
change in geometry that is typically involved, with Cu(I) preferring a tetrahedral
coordination environment and Cu(II) a square-planar one. As a typical example, the M06L-optimized geometries of Cu(I)- and Cu(II)-bis(ethylenediamine) complexes (3 and 3´)
are shown in Figure 2.2. The sensitivity of the M06-L geometries to the choice of basis set
is reported in Table 2.2. Previously reported experimental and theoretical Cu–N bond
lengths for 3 range from 2.145–2.151 Å,[137,144] and the dihedral angle between the planes
defined by the copper atom and the pairs of nitrogen atoms in each ligand has been reported
as 86.1°.[137] The predicted dihedral angles for 3 range from 80.9° to 81.8°, thus exhibiting
little dependence on basis set (while these values all underestimate experiment, this is a
very soft degree of freedom). Cu–N bond lengths also fail to show large sensitivity to basis
set, although those computed with the mixed def2-SVP | def2-TZVP basis set are about
0.01 Å longer than predicted from the other basis sets. As expected, the square planar Cu(II)
complex 3´ has Cu–N bond lengths that are about 0.1 Å shorter than those in 3.[144–146]

Figure 2.2. M06-L-optimized structures (and atom labels) for complexes 3 and 3´.

Table 2.3 compares geometries for 3 and 3´ from five density functionals adopting
the def2-TZVP|SDD basis set. Variations in geometry are relatively minor, although PBE0
and CAM-B3LYP, with and without dispersion corrections, systematically predict bond
lengths 0.01–0.02 Å shorter than those from M06-L and ωB97X-D optimizations. Similar
trends are observed with the 6-31+G(d,p) basis set as shown in Table 2.4.
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Table 2.2. Selected M06-L optimized structural parameters for 3 and 3´ using different
basis sets.a
def2-SVP |

cc-pvDZ |

def2-TZVP |

def2-TZVP

cc-pvTZ

SDD

2.144

2.156

2.149

2.142

80.9

81.8

81.1

80.9

Cu(I) 3

6-31+G(d,p)

Cu–Navg / Å
dihedralb / °

def2-SVP |
Cu(II) 3’

6-31+G(d,p)

def2TZVP

a
b

cc-pvDZ |

def2-TZVP |

cc-pvTZ

SDD

Cu–Navg / Å

2.059

2.069

2.061

2.057

dihedralb / °

-1.4

-0.3

-1.2

-1.3

Nonmetal atom basis set | Cu basis set, for 6-31+G(d,p), Wachters’ basis set is employed for Cu.
Dihedral angle between N1–N2–N3–N4 atoms (see labels in Figure 2.2).

Table 2.3. Structural parameters for 3 and 3’ using def2-TZVP|SDD at different DF
levels.
Cu(I) 3
Cu–Navg /
Å
dihedrala /
°
Cu(II) 3’
Cu–Navg /
Å
dihedrala /
°
a

CAM-

CAM-

B3LYP

B3LYP-D3

2.121

2.131

2.124

2.142

81.1

80.9

81.0

80.8

81.0

M06-L

PBE0

PBE0-D3

CAM-

CAM-

B3LYP

B3LYP-D3

2.057

2.040

2.036

2.038

2.034

2.044

-1.3

-1.7

-1.8

-2.0

-2.1

-1.9

M06-L

PBE0

PBE0-D3

2.142

2.129

80.9

Dihedral angle between N1–N2–N3–N4 atoms (see labels in Figure 2.2)
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ωB97X-D

ωB97X-D

Table 2.4. Structural parameters for 3 and 3’ using 6-31+G(d,p) basis set at different DF
levels.
Cu(I) 3
Cu–Navg /
Å
dihedrala /
°
Cu(II) 3’
Cu–Navg /
Å
dihedrala /
°
a

PBE0-

CAM-

CAM-B3LYP-

D3

B3LYP

D3

2.126

2.119

2.134

2.127

2.145

80.9

80.9

80.7

80.8

80.6

80.8

M06-L

PBE0

PBE0-

CAM-

CAM-B3LYP-

D3

B3LYP

D3

2.059

2.037

2.033

2.038

2.034

2.043

-1.4

-0.9

-1.0

-0.8

-0.9

-1.2

M06-L

PBE0

2.144

ωB97X-D

ωB97x-D

Dihedral angle between planes defined by N1–Cu–N2 and N3–Cu–N4 (see labels in Figure 2.2).

As our ultimate goal is to compare theory to theory for common geometries, the
choice of model for geometry optimization does not involve particularly high stakes,
although it is good to observe general agreement between functionals. In any case, based
on the results in Tables 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4, we chose M06-L/def2-TZVP|SDD for geometry
optimization across the full set of 1–12 and computed geometries accordingly.
Choice of reference method. To find the most suitable choice of WFT benchmark,
we first consider 1 and 2, for which experimental IE data are available.[135,136] Theoretical
predictions for 1–3 from LPNO-CCSD, canonical CCSD and CCSD(T), DLPNOCCSD(T), LPNO-CEPA and MP2 are listed in Table 2.5, all computed using the def2TZVP basis set on all atoms.
For 1, all of the WFT methods agree to within 0.2 eV. When compared to
experiment, DLPNO-CCSD(T) converges to CCSD(T) and deviates by only 0.1 eV from
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the experiment. Similar deviations have been previously reported in literature, e.g., Merz
et al. assessed the performance of DFT methods to predict the ionization potentials of firstrow transition metals and reported average unsigned errors no higher than 0.58 eV with a
well-combined functional and basis set.[147] For 2, the difference among models increases
up to 0.5 eV, where DLPNO-CCSD(T) reproduces the experimental IE to within 0.08 eV.

Table 2.5. Adiabatic ionization energies (eV) for 1/1’, 2/2’, and 3/3’ using various WFT
methods.a

a
b

LPNO-CCSD

CCSD

CCSD(T)

DLPNO-CCSD(T)

1/1’

10.24

10.11

10.21

10.21

2/2’

13.69

13.70

13.22

13.43

3/3’

9.91

9.78

9.93

9.97

3/3b

9.74

9.63

9.73

9.62

LPNO-CEPA

MP2

Exp.

1/1’

10.19

10.27

10.31±0.02[135]

2/2’

13.34

13.43

13.51±0.1[136]

3/3’

9.90

9.96

n/a

3/3b

9.75

9.77

n/a

def2-TZVP basis set on all atoms unless otherwise specified, M06-L/def2-TZVP|SDD geometries.
def2-SVP basis on all atoms.

Triple excitations, as captured by CCSD(T) and DLPNO-CCSD(T), are quite
significant for 2, lowering its IE by 0.48 eV. The DLPNO-CCSD(T) model captures only
0.27 eV, but still substantially improves on the CCSD prediction. As the size of the
remaining molecules in our test set will restrict us to the DLPNO-CCSD(T) model in any
case, we note that 2 stands out in Table 2.5 as having a very large triples effect.
Also motivated by computational efficiency, we considered the accuracy of
predictions using DZ vs TZ basis sets for 3 (for which no experimental data are available,
but our interest is more in assessing the convergedness of the theoretical predictions). With
the TZ basis set, all models predict ionization energies about 0.2 eV higher than with DZ
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(Table 2.5), suggesting (not surprisingly) that the larger basis set is required to more
completely capture the effects of electron correlation with these highly correlated models.
In this regard, we further evaluated the impact of a larger basis set, def2-QZVPP for the
smallest systems 1-2 at DLPNO-CCSD(T), and predicted the corresponding IEs as 10.51
and 13.74 eV, respectively.
Scalar relativistic effects were evaluated next, and treated explicitly using the
second-order Douglas-Kroll-Hess (DKH) Hamiltonian and the zeroth order approximation
(ZORA) at the DLPNO-CCSD(T) level of theory (Table 2.6). Relativistic effects are
predicted to be well below 0.1 eV for 1 and 2, while the relativistic contribution to the
larger system 3 is more substantial at 0.2 eV. The DKH and ZORA models behave
similarly, with somewhat larger variation seen for 2. As the inclusion of relativistic effects
is formally more complete in any case, we chose to compute, as benchmark values, IEs for
all of 3-12 at the DLPNO-CCSD(T)/ZORA level.
As the predicted IEs display considerable sensitivity to the choice of basis set, at
least for 1–3, we applied an extrapolation scheme to get the best estimate energies
approaching the CBS limit. We used a two-point extrapolation scheme so as to approach
the complete basis set limit (CBS)[148,149] as described in equations 2.1-2.3. Accordingly,
the basis set combination involves DZ and TZ (def2-SVP and de2-TZVP) pairs as we were
limited to the def2-TZVP due to the relatively large size of most of the systems in our test
set.
The total CBS energy is described as
𝐶𝐵𝑆
𝐶𝐵𝑆
𝐸 𝐶𝐵𝑆 = 𝐸𝐻𝐹
+ 𝐸𝐷𝐿𝑃𝑁𝑂−𝐶𝐶𝑆𝐷(𝑇)𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟

(2.1)

where
𝐶𝐵𝑆
𝐸𝐻𝐹
=

𝑋
𝑌
𝐸𝐻𝐹
𝑒 (−𝛼√𝑌) − 𝐸𝐻𝐹
𝑒 (−𝛼√𝑋)

(2.2)

𝑒 (−𝛼√𝑌) − 𝑒 (−𝛼√𝑋)

is the estimated CBS HF energy.
𝐸 𝐶𝐵𝑆

𝐷𝐿𝑃𝑁𝑂−𝐶𝐶𝑆𝐷(𝑇)𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟=

𝑋𝛽

(2.3)

𝑋
𝛽 𝑌
𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 − 𝑌 𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟
𝑋𝛽 − 𝑌𝛽
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is the estimated correlation energy at DLPNO-CCSD(T) level. X and Y are the cardinal
numbers for de2-SVP and def2-TZVP basis sets, respectively. The values of α and β are
10.39[100] and 2.40[100], respectively. As we computed the electronic energies without triple
correction (T) at DLPNO-CCSD/ZORA-def2-SVP level, we further added the T values
which are computed at DLPNO-CCSD(T)/ZORA-def2-TZVP (equation 2.4). Overall, the
total energy is
𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝐸 𝐶𝐵𝑆 + 𝑇

(2.4)

The predicted IEs for 1 and 2 at the CBS limit are 10.36 and 13.64 eV, respectively,
which is in acceptable agreement with our best estimates for experimental values. Based
on all of these evaluations, extrapolated DLPNO-CCSD(T)/CBS values with relativistic
effects ZORA were taken as reference IEs for 3-12 (Table 2.7), and experiment for 1 and
2.

Table 2.6. Adiabatic ionization energies (eV) for 1/1’, 2/2’, and 3/3’ using DLPNOCCSD(T).a

a
b

NRb

DKH

ZORA ZORA-CBS

Exp.

1/1’

10.21

10.17

10.18

10.36

10.31±0.02[135]

2/2’

13.43

13.41

13.46

13.64

13.51±0.1[136]

3/3’

9.97

9.75

9.75

9.87

Computed with def2-TZVP basis set on all atoms or extrapolated to CBS limit.
Non-relativistic.
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Table 2.7. Reference adiabatic ionization energies (eV) for 1-12.a DLPNOCCSD(T)/CBS values with relativistic effects ZORA for 3-12.
1/1’

a

2/2’

3/3’

4/4’

5/5’

6/6’

10.31 13.51 9.87

8.76

8.60

8.40

7/7’

8/8’

9/9’ 10/10’ 11/11’ 12/12’

3.37

5.74

3.82

3.67

7.78

9.50

Best estimate experimental values for 1 and 2, DLPNO-CCSD(T)/CBS/ZORA for 3-12.

Benchmarking. The performance of 21 density functionals (Table 2.1) including
GGA, meta-GGA, hybrid, range-separated, NGA, and meta-NGA for ionization energies
was examined over 1–12. Considering the functionals M06-L, PBE0, PBE0-D3, CAMB3LYP, CAM-B3LYP-D3, and ωB97X-D, we assessed for 3 the choice of three alternative
basis sets, and found that the def2-TZVP|SDD basis set, which incorporates relativistic
effects for Cu through its effective potential (Table 2.8) reproduces the IE with reasonable
accuracy compared to the reference value of DLPNO-CCSD(T)/CBS/ZORA.

Table 2.8. Ionization energies for 3/3’ (eV) at different density functionals and basis sets.

cc-pvDZ|cc-

DF

Def2-SVP|def2-TZVP

M06-L

9.82

9.84

9.70

PBE0

9.83

9.84

9.77

PBE0-D3

9.81

9.82

9.75

CAM-B3LYP

10.01

10.02

9.96

CAM-B3LYP-D3

10.00

10.00

9.94

ωB97X-D

9.96

9.97

9.96
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pvTZ

Def2-TZVP|SDD

We subsequently employed the def2-TZVP|SDD basis for all of 1-12; mean
unsigned errors (MUE) and mean signed errors (MSE) in eV for each functional evaluated
over all species are reported in Figures 2.3 and 2.4, respectively. MUEs in Figure 2.3 (Table
2.9 for values) indicate that the functional having the closest correspondence to DLPNOCCSD(T) is SOGGA11-X, which is closely followed by PBE0. Other functionals with
errors in the range of 0.22–0.34 eV are ωB97X-D, CAM-B3LYP, M11-L B3LYP, and
M11.
There are some noteworthy trends in functional performance. Functionals with very
high percentages of Hartree-Fock exchange (e.g., M06-HF and M06-2X) behave poorly,
but some degree of Hartree-Fock exchange (15–35%) is found in most of the better
performing functionals, indeed, for those cases where a direct comparison can be made
between a hybrid and a local functional, e.g., BLYP vs B3LYP, PBE vs PBE0, TPSS vs
TPSSh, and τ-HCTH vs τ-HCTHh, the hybrid functional always exhibits a lower MUE.
An exception to this rule is M11-L vs M11, where the two have similar MUEs of 0.30 eV
and 0.34 eV, respectively. However, these two functionals have a more complex
relationship one to the other than simply substituting some fraction of Hartree-Fock
exchange for density functional exchange in the hybrid version, so it is difficult to draw
any conclusion from this other than the empirical one that M11-L is clearly well tuned
across this test set.
Considering the MSEs in Figure 2.4 (Table 2.9 for values), local functionals
systematically underestimate the IEs. This behavior has been observed previously and
assigned to delocalization error that increases with increasing system size.[150] The best
performing hybrid functionals (SOGGA11-X, PBE0, ωB97X-D B3LYP) exhibit very
small MSEs, while functionals with high percentages of Hartree-Fock exchange (M06-HF
and M06-2X) overestimate IEs by a substantial margin. While CAM-B3LYP is an
exception to that case having 65% Hartree-Fock exchange for the long range region, it is
worth noting that it is not a simple hybrid functional but more sophisticated with its range
separated nature.
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Figure 2.3. Mean unsigned error (MUE) in eV across the tested functionals for adiabatic
ionization energies of 1-12.

Figure 2.4. Mean signed error (MSE) in eV across the tested functionals for adiabatic
ionization energies of 1-12. A negative value indicates underestimation of IEs and a
positive value indicates overestimation.

Previous studies on some first- and third-row transition metal systems pointed to
the superior performance of B3LYP for ionization potentials,[147,151] albeit with an MUE of
0.54 eV.[147] The set of functionals considered here includes many not available at the time
of that earlier work. Another recent study focused on Minnesota functionals found M06 to
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provide the best accuracy for IPs for a range of first-row transition-metal containing
compounds, with a MUE of 0.50 eV.[152] Other work on DFT-computed dissociation
energies and ionization potentials specifically for iron and iron carbide systems showed
that M11-L gave good results with a MUE of 0.19 eV.[153]
Although standard reduction potentials Eo are not computed in this study, a brief
summary of particularly relevant literature is warranted. For a series of transition-metal
containing compounds, Coskun et al. reported that B3LYP and PBE0 predicted Eo values
with MUEs of 0.4 eV.[154] However, the test set of Coskun et al. did not include any copper
complexes, and Rinaldo et al. have noted examples for which B3LYP overestimates Cu
ionization potentials which they assigned to complications associated with metal electronic
configurations.[155] Vázquez-Lima et al. computed Eo values for six Cu(I)/Cu(II) systems
with various DFT protocols and reported good results for PBE0 with an error of 0.15 V.[156]
Yan et al. have described a protocol to study Cu complexes at the CAM-B3LYP level with
a MUE of 0.114 eV, although this approach includes empirical corrections for solvation
free energies and the presence of water molecules coordinated to the copper atom.[80] Dhar
et al. predicted Eo values for some related Cu(II)/Cu(III) systems (including 10) and
observed enormous sensitivity to functional choice, errors compared to experiment ranged
from 0.02–0.75 V,[49] with ωB97X-D providing the smallest error of 0.02 V.
Having considered functional performance over all of the molecules in the test set,
we next assess errors associated with individual complexes. Figure 2.5 (Table 2.10 for
values) shows minimum (UEmin), maximum (UEmax), and mean unsigned errors for all
species. Not surprisingly, given the number of functionals considered, it is nearly always
possible to find one functional having a nearly zero error, so the UEmin values for most
compounds are very small. Across the full test set, CAM-B3LYP gives the smallest UE for
2 of the compounds along with M06-L, ωB97X-D does so for 2, and no other functional is
represented more than once. Considering the UEmax values, M06-HF appears 7 times,
including for compounds 7, 9, and 10, all of which correspond to negatively charged Cu(II)
species that oxidize to neutral Cu(III) centers, which may indicate a particular sensitivity
of this model to such a situation.
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Table 2.9. Mean unsigned (MUE) and mean signed (MSE) errors (eV) with unsigned
maximum error (UEmax) at different DFs.
DF

MUE

MSE

UEmax

M06-HF

1.18

0.73

2.33

MN12-L

0.98

-0.98

1.46

M06-2X

0.43

0.41

0.85

N12

0.65

-0.56

1.39

τ-HCTH

0.58

-0.23

1.23

BLYP

0.62

-0.53

1.48

M11

0.34

0.32

0.67

PBE

0.58

-0.45

1.40

TPSS

0.59

-0.51

1.44

BP86

0.57

-0.33

1.25

SOGGA11

0.58

-0.51

1.55

M06-L

0.52

-0.49

1.32

CAM-B3LYP

0.29

0.13

1.75

TPSSh

0.45

-0.39

1.15

SOGGA11-X

0.22

0.08

0.65

ωB97X-D

0.28

0.09

1.70

M06

0.35

0.03

0.70

τ-HCTHh

0.34

-0.20

0.96

B3LYP

0.30

-0.15

1.01

PBE0

0.23

-0.16

0.89

M11-L

0.30

-0.28

0.86
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Figure 2.5. UEmin (green), UEmax (red), and MUE (black) values in eV for 1-12,
functionals associated with UEmin and UEmax values are indicated in corresponding
colors.

Table 2.10. Mean unsigned error (MUE) and mean signed error (MSE) in eV across the
tested DFT methods for the entire test set.
System

MUE

MSE

UEmax

1

0.47

0.40

1.75

2

0.98

-0.69

3

0.21

4

UEmax

UEmin

UEmin functional

CAM-B3LYP

0.05

M06-L

2.13

M06-HF

0.19

SOGGA11-X

-0.06

1.25

MN12-L

0.02

τ-HCTHh

0.27

0.14

0.92

MN12-L

0.03

M11-L

5

0.15

0.01

0.66

M06-HF

0.003

M06-L

6

0.17

0.06

0.71

M06-HF

0.02

BLYP

7

0.58

-0.16

2.26

M06-HF

0.04

ωB97X-D

8

0.22

-0.22

0.99

MN12-L

0.02

τ-HCTH

9

0.51

-0.13

2.19

M06-HF

0.003

CAM-B3LYP

functional
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Contd.
10

0.70

-0.30

2.33

M06-HF

0.04

ωB97X-D

11

0.81

-0.46

2.22

M06-HF

0.05

CAM-B3LYP

12

0.86

-0.86

1.48

BLYP

0.10

M11

The MUEs for most complexes, which may be more accurately described not as an
error but as the sensitivity of the complexes’ ionizations to functional choice, are ~ 1.0 eV
or less. No clear correlations between high sensitivities and oxidation states or charges
emerge. What does seem to be true is that those systems in which copper is coordinated
exclusively by nitrogen functionality show lower sensitivity than the remaining cases that
include fluorine, oxygen, and sulfur functionalities, perhaps owing to higher degrees of
covalent bonding with the chalcogens and fluorine compared to nitrogen. However, this
set is too small to make too strong a claim in this regard.
Considering all of the data (Table 2.9), SOGGA11-X performs systematically well
for most systems (MUE = 0.22 eV), but it does have a UEmax of 0.65 eV for system 12.
CAM-B3LYP and ωB97X-D deliver only slightly larger MUEs than SOGGA11-X, but
both exhibit quite large UEmax values of about 1.8 eV for the diatomic 1/1’ couple. As Cu–
F is certainly a rather special case, and not especially representative of copper redox
couples likely to be of interest in future studies, we also calculated MUEs by functional
over only compounds 2-12 (Figure 2.6). The seven best functionals are now, in order,
ωB97X-D, CAM-B3LYP, SOGGA11-X, PBE0, B3LYP, M11-L, and M11 with MUEs in
the range of 0.15–0.32 eV.
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Figure 2.6. Mean unsigned error (MUE) in eV across the tested functionals for adiabatic
ionization energies of 2-12.

As our benchmark DLPNO-CCSD(T) values include relativistic effects via the allelectron ZORA model, while our DFT calculations do so through a relativistic effective
core potential, we decided also to explore how all-electron ZORA calculations with
selected DFT functionals compared to those with pseudopotentials (Figure 2.7 and 2.8). In
general, we found that local functionals including scalar relativistic effects via ZORA had
larger MUEs by 0.04-0.06 eV compared to use of a pseudopotential. Most of the hybrid
functionals, by contrast, exhibited smaller MUEs by 0.04-0.09 eV for ZORA compared to
the pseudopotential. The MSEs for the most part showed similar trends. Of particular note,
however, for the two “best” functionals examined, namely ωB97X-D and CAM-B3LYP,
the all-electron ZORA approach led to better agreement with the DLPNO-CCSD(T) ZORA
benchmark values. We did not have access to a code implementing SOGGA11-X, M11-L
and M11 together with the ZORA approximation, so we do not have predictions for these
models, but noting the general degradation of performance for local functionals when going
from a pseudopotential to the ZORA model, there is reason to anticipate that the hybrid
models noted above may be more accurate.
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Figure 2.7. Mean unsigned error (MUE) in eV across the tested functionals for adiabatic
ionization energies of 1-12 with all-electron relativistic (ZORA) vs pseudopotential (Ψ)
effects.

Figure 2.8. Mean signed error (MSE) in eV across the tested functionals for adiabatic
ionization energies of 1-12 with all-electron relativistic (ZORA) vs pseudopotential (Ψ)
effects.
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2.4. Conclusions
In this work, we estimated IEs for 12 mononuclear Cu species previously reported
in the literature using 21 modern density functionals and the DLPNO-CCSD(T) wave
function theory model; we considered extrapolated values of the latter to provide reference
values of acceptable accuracy. Our results revealed a considerable diversity in functional
performance. While there is nearly always at least one functional that performs well for
any given species, there are none that do so for every member of the test set, and certain
cases are particularly pathological. Over the entire test set, the SOGGA11-X functional
performs best with a mean unsigned error (MUE) of 0.22 eV. PBE0, ωB97X-D, CAMB3LYP, M11-L, B3LYP, and M11 exhibit MUEs ranging between 0.23-0.34 eV. When
including relativistic effects with the zero-order regular approximation, ωB97X-D, CAMB3LYP and PBE0 are found to provide the best accuracy. We thus recommend ωB97X-D,
PBE0, and CAM- B3LYP for the prediction of standard reduction potentials for copper
compounds as they should hopefully permit differences between theory and experiment to
be more confidently assigned to influences of solvent and/or counterion that may not be
included in the computational model.
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Chapter 3
Mononuclear Copper-Hydroxide Core in
C-H Bond Activation
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3.1. Introduction
Copper is an essential element found in the active sites of many
metalloenzymes.[36,67,157] Due to the natural abundance of copper, it has been broadly
utilized in selective catalytic transformations such as C-H bond activations.[49,68–71]
Biomimetic catalysis of copper systems is a promising approach so as to design new
functional materials besides providing useful insights into how the analogoues enzymes
work. In this regard, binuclear copper enzymes, in particular, peptidylglycine αhydroxylating monooxygenase (PHM) and dopamine β-hydroxylase (DβH) have been
attractive as they display reactivity toward glycine and dopamine C-H bonds,
respectively.[158,159] Biomimetic studies of PHM and DβH have proposed various active
copper-oxygen moieties as active sites that participate in catalysis.[72] Another important
example of copper-based metalloenzymes is the particulate methane monooxygenase
(pMMO) that nature employs for the selective activation of methane C-H bond.[2,36]
However, it has been long debated that the active site of pMMO possesses some
uncertainty. While some studies propose dimeric copper complexes, some others
hypothesize trinuclear

copper species

for

the active sites.[160–162]

Therefore,

characterization of active sites in copper-containing catalysts reactive toward inert C-H
bonds urges the combination of experimental and computational studies that shed light on
the nature of active sites and permit to gain information for the possible activation
mechanisms. The state-of-the-art density functional theory calculations and high level ab
initio methods such as multiconfigurational wave function theory methods have found wide
utility to determine the electronic structure of copper-based C-H bond activation
catalysts.[44,49,163] The high level quantum mechanical methods don’t only provide
structural or spectroscopic information but also kinetics information relevant to the
mechanistic studies. This dual purpose of computational guidance is crucial not only
because of elucidating the role of existing active catalysts but also fosters the generation of
improved catalysts.
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3.2. O2 Activation and Binding in Copper Moieties
The prominent copper containing metalloenzymes usually require molecular
oxygen activation prior to entering the catalytic cycle for C-H bond activation. Thus, the
active species are generated by the initial binding of molecular oxygen to the copper
center(s) and activation of molecular oxygen through one or two electron reductions
leading to copper-superoxo and -peroxo intermediates, respectively (Scheme 3.1).[72] The
newly generated copper-oxygen intermediates are reminiscent of the indirect mechanism
discussed in Chapter 1 due to the direct participation of oxygen moieties in C-H bond
cleavage rather than that of Cu.
As depicted in Scheme 3.1, the formation of copper-oxygen species is
accomplished through one- or two-electron reduction of molecular oxygen.[72,164,165] The
initial step involves the binding of molecular oxygen to Cu center yielding Cu(II)-OO˙
superoxo center (S) which then undergoes an electron transfer to form Cu(II)-peroxo (P2).
The newly formed S intermediate abstract a H-atom to form Cu(II)-OOH hydroperoxo
complex (H). Alternatively, S or P1 intermediates can abstract a H-atom to generate the H
complex. In addition to all these possibilities, a homolytic O-O bond cleavage gives Cu(II)O˙ ↔ Cu(III)=O moieties that can serve as active species of various C-H bond activating
systems as explained in more details in the following section.

Scheme 3.1. Reductive O2-activation at mononuclear copper active site.[165,166]
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3.3. Reactive Mononuclear Copper-Oxygen Complexes
Compared to the progressive studies of binuclear copper-oxygen complexes,
chemistry of mononuclear copper-oxygen species has been less explored and understood,
mostly due to the less stable nature of mononuclear analogues as well as the lack of model
systems. In this respect, to stabilize the mononuclear copper-oxygen complexes one can
resort to bulky supporting ligands or electron donating substituents to avoid dimerization.
Tolman et al. reported a mononuclear Cu(III)-peroxide complex with dianionic bulky βdiketiminate ligand which has a dual role of both stabilizing the high oxidation state of Cu
and precluding the dimerization owing to the anionic nature and bulkiness of the
ligand.[167,168] Tano et al. showed a Cu(II)-OO˙ complex that acts a H-atom abstractor from
TEMPO-H generating TEMPO˙ and Cu(II)-OOH species.[169] While Cu(II)-OO˙species
can participate in ligand hydroxylation, the intermediate Cu(II)-OOH didn’t give any
hydroxylation product marking the Cu(II)-OO˙ complex as the active species in
intramolecular ligand hydroxylation. Chen et al. presented a comparative study for Cu(II)OO˙ and Cu(II)-OOH reactivity of PHM in hydroxylation of formylglycine and concluded
that Cu(II)-OO˙ is more reactive by ~ 23 kcal/mol.[170] Karlin et al investigated the aryl
hydroxylation via Cu-oxygen species and proposed the Cu(III)=O/Cu(II)-O˙as active
species generated from the O-O homolysis of an initial Cu(II)-OOH.[171] Yoshizawa et al.
also proposed the Cu(III)=O/Cu(II)-O˙as active species in dopamine hydroxylation with a
higher reactivity compared to Cu(II)-OO˙.[33]
Taken all together, Cu(II)-OOH or its alkylperoxide derivatives are considered to
be sluggish oxidants. By contrast, Cu(II)-OO˙can more readily undergo oxidation reactions
while it is usually inferior to Cu(III)=O/Cu(II)-O˙. Even though most of the theoretical
studies suggests CuO species as stronger oxidants, characterization of CuO is ambiguous
and needs more investigation. Analogous to CuO, Cu(III)-OH which corresponds to the
protonated CuO core has also been proven to be reactive in C-H activation of several
substrates and well characterized in contrast to the unstable CuO species.[44,71] In the next
section, Cu(III)-OH will be focused on and experimental and theoretical characterization
of this potential H-atom abstractor complex will be deliniated along with the
comprehensive reactivity studies.
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3.4. Mononuclear Copper-Hydroxide Core
3.4.1. Introduction
Identifying

the

intermediate(s)

involved

in

catalytic

oxidations

by

biological[36][172,173] and synthetic[68,174] copper-containing systems is important in order to
understand selectivity, enhance reactivity, and develop new catalysts. In efforts to obtain
fundamental chemical insights into such intermediates, many types of discrete copperoxygen model complexes have been characterized through spectroscopy and X-ray
crystallography.[175–179] Such studies have provided important benchmark information and
precedent for the potential involvement of copper-oxygen species in catalysis. Yet, in many
cases the compounds do not demonstrate the requisite intermolecular reactivity with
substrates or substrate analogs, such as the ability to attack compounds with strong C-H
bonds,[180], [181] raising questions about the viability of their copper-oxygen
functionalities as active oxidants. Theoretical work implicating [CuO]+ units as powerful
oxidizing agents capable of abstracting hydrogen atoms from strong C-H bonds provides
impetus for efforts to prepare complexes with this moiety.[23,33,182,183] While the [CuO]+
core has been proposed as a reactive intermediate in various reactions[171,184,185] and has
been identified in the gas phase,[182,186] discrete [CuO]+complexes have yet to be identified
conclusively. Their [Cu(OH)]2+ core has been invoked as an intermediate in water
oxidation catalysis,[75,77] and may be viewed as a protonated form of the elusive [CuO]+
unit. Complexes 1 exhibited high rates of hydrogen atom transfer (HAT) from 9,10dihydroanthracene (DHA) to yield anthracene and aqua complex 2 (1a: k = 1-24 M-1s-1 at
-80 °C to -30 °C).[44] In addition, solutions of 1a in 1,2-difluorobenzene (DFB) at -25 °C
were found to react with a range of substrates with C-H bond dissociation enthalpies
(BDEs) ranging between 77-99 kcal·mol-1, and a linear relationship between logk and the
substrate C-H BDE was found.[71] These results implicate a similar HAT mechanism across
the series and suggest that the [Cu(OH)]2+ core may be considered as a viable intermediate
in catalytic oxidations with strong C-H bonds.
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We recently reported the preparation of compounds 1 (Figure 3.1, top), which on
the basis of spectroscopy and theory were formulated as copper(III)-hydroxide
complexes.[44,187]

Figure 3.1. (Top) Hydrogen atom transfer (HAT) by previously reported copper(III)hydroxide complex, and (bottom) variants of the copper(III)-hydroxide complex studied
herein.

In efforts to understand the basis for the observed HAT reactivity of LCu(OH)
(1a), the bond dissociation energy of the O-H bond of the formed copper(II)-aqua product
2a was evaluated through use of the square scheme shown in Figure 3.2.[71,188] The values
of the [Cu(OH)]2+/1+ redox potential (-0.074 vs. Fc+/Fc) and the pKa of 2a in THF (18.8 ±
1.8) enabled determination (eq. 3.1 using a known[189] value of C = 66 kcal mol–1 for THF
as solvent) of the O-H BDE of 90 ± 3 kcal·mol1. This BDE value is high relative to those
reported for most transition metal oxo/hydroxo/aqua systems,[71] and is in line with the
fast HAT rates observed (Bell-Evans-Polanyi relation).
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Figure 3.2. Square scheme with associated thermodynamic parameters.
Notably, the low redox potential and poor oxidizing power of LCu(OH) (1a) are
offset by high basicity of the hydroxide to achieve the large BDE. We attribute these
conflicting influences to the powerful electron donation from the dianionic
bis(arylcarboxamido)pyridine supporting ligand, which stabilizes the high oxidation state
of copper in LCu(OH) (1a) but sufficiently raises the pKa of the aqua ligand in LCu(OH2)
(2a) to result in a strong O-H bond in 2a and a correspondingly fast HAT by 1a.

BDE = 1.37pKa + 23.06E° + C

(3.1)

Consideration of these influences led us to ask what the effects of electronic
perturbations of the supporting ligand would be on the O-H BDE and HAT rates. Previous
analysis of ligand effects on metal-hydride BDE values[188] revealed that in systems that
had different supporting ligands (e.g., CO vs. phosphine) but were similarly sterically
unencumbered, equivalent compensation of redox potential (E°(M-)) and pKa (M-H) to
yield almost identical BDEs was observed. On the other hand, steric influences were cited
to explain cases where compensation of redox potential and pKa was not seen, due to
differential stabilization of complexes with differing coordination numbers. In studies of
[(TBP8Cz)MnV(O)] (TBP8Cz = octakis(p-tert-butylphe-nyl)corrolazinato3-), significant
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and counterintuitive enhancements of HAT rates were linked to axial coordination of
anions, and theoretical calculations indicated that these rate enhancements resulted from
increases in the MnIV-OH BDE.[190,191] A key conclusion drawn was that the increased
BDE’s resulted from an increase in basicity that outweighed the decrease in redox potential
upon anion binding; in other words, axial anion coordination causes the MnV-oxo to be a
weaker oxidant, but a much stronger base, and the dominance of the basicity effect results
in a larger MnIV-OH BDE and a correspondingly faster HAT rate. Similar counterintuitive
increases in HAT rates upon binding of anions trans to an oxo group were reported for
[(TMC)FeIVO]2+ complexes,[41,192] but rather than invoking thermodynamic rationales
based on BDE values, recent theoretical calculations implicated significant tunneling
corrections to the reaction barriers that vary with anion electron donation.[193] Thus, it was
suggested that tunneling increases as anion electron donation is enhanced, explaining the
observation of increased HAT rates as electrophilicity of the oxo unit is mitigated. Another
study compared the BDE and HAT rates for [(Me2E2BC)MnIV(X)(OH)]n+ (X =OH, n = 2;
X = H2O, n = 3; Me2EBC = 4,11-dimethyl-1,4,8,11-tetraazabicyclo[6.6.2]hexadecane) that
differ only with respect to the ligand cis to the reactive hydroxide and the overall
charge.[194,195] A BDE difference of 4.1 kcal/mol for the complexes was measured, but the
rates of HAT from DHA for the complexes were essentially identical.
We conclude from the aforementioned examples that it is not obvious how
changing the electron donating ability of the supporting ligand in LCu(OH) (1a) would
influence its HAT kinetics and thermodynamics. More generally, from these examples it is
also evident that we lack full understanding of the relationships among the geometric and
electronic structures, HAT rates, and underlying kinetic and thermodynamic rationales for
the reactivity of metal-oxo/hydroxo complexes with C-H bonds.[196] To examine these
issues experimentally for the [Cu(OH)]2+ core, we targeted two systems featuring similar
steric influences in their aryl flanking groups but divergent electron donating abilities due
to the presence of (a) a piperidine instead of a pyridine donor trans to the hydroxo group,
or (b) nitro groups in the para position of the aryl substituents (Figure 3.1, bottom). The
greater basicity and sigma donor properties of piperidine relative to pyridine (ΔpKa ~ 6)[197–
199]

were anticipated to lower the redox potential (stabilize the higher copper oxidation

state), but increase the basicity (destabilize the deprotonated form of the product aqua
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complex). In contrast, the variant with electron withdrawing nitro groups was anticipated
to have a higher redox potential but decreased basicity. The relative extents of these
counteracting effects in the two systems, which differ with respect to the location of the
electronic perturbations, and the resulting effects on O-H BDE and HAT rates are
unresolved issues of fundamental significance[193] that we aimed to address.
Herein we report the synthesis of the ligand precursors NO2LH2 and pipLH2, the latter
being new members of the relatively small family of piperidine-containing ligands
described in the literature.[200–204] We used these ligands to prepare copper(II)-hydroxide
complexes M[NO2LCu(OH)] (3-, M = Bu4N+, Et4N+) and M[pipR’LCu(OH)] (4a-, R’ = H;
4b-, R’ = Me; M = Na+, K+, or Bu4N+). Electrochemical and chemical oxidations of 3- and
4b- led to species identified spectroscopically as NO2LCu(OH) (3) and pipMeLCu(OH) (4b),
respectively. Through comparison of the kinetics of the reactions of these complexes with
C-H bonds in various substrates and the O-H BDE values determined for their respective
[Cu(OH2)]2+ products with data determined previously for LCu(OH) (1a), new insights
into ligand effects on the thermodynamics and kinetics of HAT by the [Cu(OH)] 2+ unit
were obtained.

3.5. Results
3.5.1. Generation of [CuOH]2+ Complexes
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) experiments were performed for the copper(II)hydroxides (Bu4N)[LCu(OH)] ((Bu4N)[1a-]), (Et4N)[NO2LCu(OH)] ((Et4N)[3-]), and
(Bu4N)[pipMeLCu(OH)] ((Bu4N)[4b-]) in order to probe the effects of ligand structural
variation on the [CuOH]2+/1+ potentials. Pseudoreversible waves (Scan rate dependent
ΔEpa,pc = 80-200 mV; ipa/ipc ~1) were observed in 1,2-difluorobenzene (DFB) with E1/2
values of -0.076, 0.124 V, and -0.256 V vs. Fc+/Fc, respectively (Figure 3.3). The
differences between the E1/2 values for the nitro-substituted system 3- and the piperidine
system 4b- relative to the parent complex 1a- reflect differences in electron donation from
the ligands. Thus, the electron withdrawing nitro groups increase the potential by 200 mV,
while the more basic piperidine donor decreases E1/2 by 180 mV.
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Figure 3.3. Cyclic voltammagrams of compounds 1a- (red), 3- (black), and 4b- (blue).
Conditions: 0.2 M Bu4NPF6 in 1,2-difluorobenzene, 20 °C, 50 mV s-1.

Cyclic voltammograms for 3- and 4b- in THF were more complicated compared to
1a-. The [Cu(OH)]2+/1+ couples were irreversible (Epa(3-) = 0.260 V and Epa(4b-) = -0.160
V vs. Fc+/Fc at a scan rate of 500 mV/s) and only for 4b- at high scan rates (~1 V s-1) did
the cathodic return wave gain intensity and enable an E1/2 value to be measured (-0.260 V).
An E1/2 of approximately 0.124 V for 3- in THF was estimated by using the experimental
E1/2 obtained in DFB given the observation that the redox potential for the [Cu(OH)]2+/1+
couples are very similar in both solvents. Additional CV features ascribed to the
[Cu(OH2)]3+/2+ and [Cu(THF)]3+/2+ couples were also observed. The irreversible waves in
the CVs measured in THF suggest chemical reaction of the oxidized species, presumably
with THF solvent as reported[44] for 1a- and implicated by kinetic measurements described
below.
Guided by the CV data, we attempted to generate the oxidized species NO2LCu(OH)
(3) and pipMeLCu(OH) (4b) by chemical oxidation at low temperature, and, in light of the
reversible cyclic voltammograms observed in DFB, we focused our efforts on solutions of
the complexes in this solvent. Treatment of solutions of (Et4N)[NO2LCu(OH)] ((Et4N)[3-])
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or (Bu4N)[pipMeLCu(OH)] ((Bu4N)[4b-]) in DFB at -25 °C with either (AcFc)(BArF4) or
(Fc)(BArF4) (AcFc = acetylferrocenium; Fc = ferrocenium; BArF4 = [B[3,5(CF3)2C6H3]4]-), respectively, resulted in an immediate color change to deep maroon and
deep purple, respectively. UV-vis spectra of the product solutions include intense features
with λmax (ε) = 513 nm (15,000 M-1 cm-1) or λmax (ε) = 544 nm (11,000 M-1 cm-1),
respectively (Figure 3.4). In both cases, titration experiments revealed a 1:1 reaction
stoichiometry, confirming that oxidation of the copper(II)-hydroxide precursor proceeds
via a one-electron process. Also consistent with formation of the desired one-electron
oxidized products, the UV-vis features decayed upon warming and at rates that increased
in the presence of added substrates (see below). As evident from Figure 3.4, the UV-Vis
feature for pipMeLCu(OH) (4b) is closely analogous to that for LCuOH (1a), while that for
NO2

LCu(OH) (3) is shifted more significantly to lower wavelength and has a different

shape.

Figure 3.4. UV-vis spectra after chemical oxidation of 1a- (to form LCu(OH), 1a, black),
3- (to form NO2LCu(OH), 3, red), and 4b- (to form pipMeLCu(OH), 4b, blue) in DFB at 25 °C.
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3.5.2. Determination of O-H BDEs for Aqua Complexes
In order to elucidate the effects of ligand structural differences on the BDE of the
nascent O-H bond formed as a result of a HAT to the [Cu(OH)] 2+ core, we sought to
determine the O-H BDEs in NO2LCu(OH2) (5) and pipMeLCu(OH2) (8), the products of HAT
to

NO2

LCu(OH) (3) and

pipMe

LCu(OH) (4b), respectively, and to compare these values to

that determined previously for LCu(OH2) (2a) (90 ± 3 kcal mol-1).[71] In one approach, we
followed the methodology used in the previous study centered on the square scheme in
Figure 3.2, whereby the BDE is calculated by measurement of the [CuOH2]2+ pKa and the
[CuOH]2+/+ redox potential in THF with use of eq. 3.1. Accordingly, the measured BDEs
along with the redox potentials and acidity constants are demonstrated in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1. Properties of [CuOH]2+ complexes and derivatives.
BDE

Az

Cu partial

(kcal/mol)b

(MHz)c

charged

20 ± 2e

88 ± 3

597

1.181

-0.074e

18.8 ± 1.8e

90 ± 3

567

1.208

+0.124f

16.2g

91h

540

1.219

Complex

E1/2 (V)a

pKa

pipMe

-0.260e

LCuOH (1a)
NO2

LCuOH (4b)

LCuOH (3)

a

V vs. Fc/Fc+. b O-H BDE of corresponding [Cu(OH2)]2+ complex, determined from eq. 3.1 except where
noted. c Values for corresponding [CuOH] + complexes, determined from simulations of EPR spectra. d
Calculated by DFT followed by Intrinsic Atomic Orbital (IAO) analysis. e in THF. f in DFB. g calculated
using eq. 3.1. h in DFB.

Az hyperfine splitting values, which reflect electron spin density at the metal center,
parallel the trend in electron donating abilities of the supporting ligands (larger A z, more
electron donating: 4b- > 1a- > 3-), and correlate with partial atomic charges on the Cu center
(Table 3.1).
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3.5.3. HAT Reaction Kinetics
In order to best draw comparisons between the HAT reactions of the [CuOH]2+ core
as a function of supporting ligand, we measured the rates of reactions of LCu(OH) (1a),
NO2

LCu(OH) (3), and

pipMe

LCu(OH) (4b) with DHA or DHA-d4 in CH2Cl2 over the

temperature range -20 °C to -80 °C. In the experiments, solutions of the complexes
(Bu4N)[LCu(OH)]

((Bu4N)[1a-]),

(Et4N)[NO2LCu(OH)]

((Et4N)3-),

or

(Bu4N)[pipMeLCu(OH)] ((Bu4N)[4b-]) in the presence of excess substrate were treated with
the appropriate oxidant (AcFc)(BArF4) or (Fc)(BArF4), which immediately yielded the
intense absorption features associated with LCuOH (1a),
pipMe

NO2

LCu(OH) (3), or

LCu(OH) (4b) in the UV-vis spectrum. The decay at a single wavelength (563, 513,

or 544 nm, respectively) was monitored by UV-vis spectroscopy and fit to an exponential
function to yield a pseudo-first order rate constant (kobs). These experiments were repeated
using 3-4 different concentrations of substrate (still in excess), and plots of kobs vs.
[substrate] were fit to linear equations to determine the second order rate constants (k).
Eyring plots of ln(k/T) vs. 1/T are shown in Figure 3.5, which yielded the experimental
(exp) apparent activation parameters listed in Table 3.2 (“apparent” used here to emphasize
the possible influence of quantum mechanical tunneling effects not taken into account in
conventional Eyring analysis).

Figure 3.5. Eyring plots of ln(k/T) vs. 1/T with linear least square fits to the data for
reactions of LCu(OH) (1a) (black circles), NO2LCu(OH) (3) (red diamonds), and
pip

MeLCu(OH) (4b) (blue squares) with DHA or DHA-d4 in CH2Cl2. (a) Overlay of plots

for reactions of the complexes with DHA. (b) Plots for the reactions of LCuOH (1a) with
DHA (H, solid line) or DHA-d4 (D, dashed line). (c) Plots for the reactions of
NO2

LCu(OH) (3) and pipMeLCu(OH) (4b) with DHA (H, solid lines) or DHA-d4 (D,
dashed lines).
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Table 3.2. Measured (exp) and predicted (calc) thermodynamic parameters for the
reactions of the indicated complexes with DHA and DHA-d4 in CH2Cl2.a
LCuOH (1a)

NO2

exp

calc

exp

calcb

exp

calcb

ΔH‡ H

5.1(1)

5.1

4.9(1)

4.2

3.8(2)

5.5

ΔH‡ D

5.5(3)

6.4

8.5(3)

5.9

6.7(3)

6.8

ΔH‡ D- ΔH‡ H

0.4 ± 0.2

1.3

3.6 ± 0.3

1.7

2.9 ± 0.4

1.3

ΔS‡ H

-31(3)

-31.7

-27(1)

-25.7

-38(3)

-32.2

ΔS‡ D

-36(4)

-34.3

-17(1)

-24.6

-32(4)

-34.8

ΔS‡ D- ΔS‡ H

-5 ± 5

-2.6

10 ± 1.4

1.1

6±5

-2.6

KIE (-80 °C)c

35

82

77

38

93

86

KIE (-40 °C)

29

64

26

25

25

66

KIE (25 °C)c

24

29

2.8

11

6.5

30

LCuOH (3)

pipMe

LCuOH (4b)

ΔH‡ and Ea values in kcal·mol-1; ΔS‡ in eu (cal·mol-1·K-1). The temperature range for reactions with DHA
and DHA-d4 in CH2Cl2 were -40 C to -80 C and -20 C to -50 C, respectively. b See the computational
methods for the details on computed rate constants and derived activation parameters. c Extrapolated values,
determined from activation parameters.
a

Several key results from the kinetics studies are noteworthy. Above -75 °C, the
rates of HAT from DHA and DHA-d4 follow the order NO2LCu(OH) (3) > LCu(OH) (1a)
> pipMeLCu(OH) (4b), which matches the order of O-H BDE values for the corresponding
HAT product aqua complexes in accordance with the Bell-Evans-Polanyi relationship. The
ΔS‡ values are large and negative for all of the complexes, consistent with the bimolecular
nature of the HAT reaction and a relatively ordered transition state. However, as discussed
further below, they are less negative than would be expected from the loss of molecularity
along the reaction coordinate alone, indicating that there is some compensating solvent
entropy gain along the same coordinate.
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Interestingly, whereas the ΔH‡ values for LCuOH (1a) and

NO2

LCu(OH) (3) are

similar (reflected by the similar slopes in Figure 3.5a), the ΔH‡ for pipMeLCu(OH) (4b) is
~1 kcal·mol-1 lower. Yet, at temperatures > -75 °C it has a larger k than that for LCuOH
(1a) because of its more negative ΔS‡ value. An isokinetic temperature of -75 °C for
LCu(OH) (1a) and

pipMe

LCu(OH) (4b) is evident in Figure 3.5a, with 1a reacting faster

than 4b below this temperature. All the complexes exhibit large kinetic isotope effects
(KIEs, kH/kD) suggestive of a significant tunneling contribution to the reaction rates.[205]
However, the temperature dependencies differ significantly, as reflected by Figures 3.5b,c
and the plots of ln(KIE) vs. 1/T constructed from the activation parameters (Figure 3.6).
Thus, the H and D lines for LCuOH (1a) in Figure 3.5b are roughly parallel, but for
NO2

LCu(OH) (3) and

pipMe

LCu(OH) (4b) in Figure 3.5c their slopes clearly differ. This

point is reinforced in Figure 3.6, where similar lines for NO2LCu(OH) (3) and pipMeLCu(OH)
(4b) contrast with a much smaller temperature dependence for LCuOH (1a). Viewed in
another way, parameters Ea,D-Ea,H of 3.6 and 3.0 kcal/mol are obtained from Arrhenius
plots for NO2LCu(OH) (3) and pipMeLCu(OH) (4b), which are significantly larger than the
zero-point energy difference for a C-H(D) bond (1.2 kcal/mol). These data, in combination
with small AH/AD values of 0.01 and 0.05, respectively, are typical indicators of extensive
tunneling contributions.[205,206] For LCu(OH) (1a), a small Ea,D-Ea,H = 0.3 and a large AH/AD
= 13 also fall outside of values associated with classical behavior and are consistent with
significant tunneling, but are sufficiently different from those seen for 3 and 4b and thus
raise intriguing mechanistic questions. We evaluate the implications of these values and
the differences between them in the Discussion section below.
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Figure 3.6. Plots of ln(KIE) vs. 1/T constructed from the activation parameters (Table
3.2) for LCu(OH) (1a, black dashed line), NO2LCu(OH) (3, blue solid line), and
pipMe

LCu(OH) (4b, red dotted line).

3.5.4. Computational Methods
All molecular structures were fully optimized at the density functional level of
theory employing the 6-31G(d) basis set[207] for light atoms and the SDD pseudopotential
and associated basis set[208] for Cu (including 3 f functions having exponents of 5.100,
1.275, and 0.320). We evaluated a number of functionals in order to assess the sensitivity
of various predicted properties to choice of functional, as discussed further below. Unless
otherwise specified, the common level of theory for which results are reported employs the
hybrid functional B3LYP[115,116,125] corrected for medium-range correlation and dispersion
effects using the D3 correction of Grimme[209] with Becke-Johnson damping.[109,210]
The natures of all stationary points were determined by calculation of analytic
vibrational frequencies, which were also used to compute molecular partition functions
using the conventional particle-in-a-box, rigid-rotator, quantum mechanical harmonic
oscillator approximation,[211] except that all vibrational frequencies below 50 cm–1,
including in a few instances very small imaginary frequencies for minima that proved
impossible to eliminate through further optimization, were replaced with values of 50 cm–
1

(the quasi-harmonic-oscillator approximation[212]). Zero-point vibrational energies and

thermal contributions to enthalpy were determined from these partition functions.
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For improved electronic energies, single point calculations were performed
expanding the basis set on the light atoms to 6-311+G(2df,2p).[207] Solvation free energies
were included through the SMD continuum solvation model[213] using parameters
appropriate for the particular solvent of relevance. For the computation of pKa values[214]
and standard reduction potentials Eo,[215] solvation effects were included in geometry
optimizations as well as single-point calculations. For evaluating H-atom abstraction
reactions involving neutral substrates, solvation effects were included only in single-point
calculations, as the reacting atoms in the transition-state (TS) structures are well shielded
from the surrounding medium, there is little change in polarity along the reaction
coordinate, and our analysis of reaction rates includes an empirical parameter to adjust all
free energies of activation in any case.
Temperature-dependent second-order reaction rate constants k(T) were computed
from the tunneling corrected transition-state theory expression[211]

k (T ) = k (T )

o
o
kBT QA (T ) QB (T ) -(DH o,‡+A)/RT DSo,‡ /R
e
e
h
Q‡o (T )

(3.2)

where T is temperature, κ(T) is the temperature-dependent transmission coefficient that
accounts for the influence of quantum mechanical tunneling on the rate constant, kB is
Boltzmann’s constant, h is Planck’s constant, Qo is a standard-state contribution to the
reaction quotient carrying volume units (in this case, the volume occupied by 1 mole of an
ideal gas at 1 atm pressure and temperature T for reactants A and B and the TS structure in
order to have k be in units of M–1 s–1), ΔHo,‡ and ΔSo,‡ are, respectively, the enthalpy and
entropy of activation in the 1 atm standard state, R is the universal gas constant, and A is
an empirical parameter considered to correct for systematic errors in the modeling protocol
with respect to prediction of the solvated energy of the TS structure relative to the separated
reactants (64 kJ mol–1). In the case of ΔHo,‡, we take values from computation. In the case
of ΔSo,‡, we use the value –22 e.u., as discussed below. We use the Skodje-Truhlar[216] onedimensional model to estimate κ(T), which requires the magnitude of the imaginary
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frequency, i.e., Im(υ‡), and the zero-point including barrier (again computed using the
quasi-harmonic approximation) associated with the TS structure and the preceding van der
Waals complex on the potential energy surface prior to H-atom abstraction.
Transition-state structures for H-atom abstraction were extremely sensitive to
choice of functional because the reaction begins from two closed-shell singlets (a formal
Cu(III)–OH and dihydroanthracene) but produces two open-shell doublets (a formal
Cu(II)–OH2 and the 9[H]-anthracene radical). Along the reaction coordinate, the KohnSham (KS) determinant must break spin symmetry to follow this evolution on the overall
singlet spin surface, and the propensity for such symmetry breaking to occur is highly
dependent on the amount of Hartree-Fock exchange included in the functional. Local
functionals like M06-L[217] predicted very late transition-state structures with stable,
restricted KS determinants and very high barriers (because failure to break spin symmetry
includes high-energy ionic configurations in the KS determinant), while hybrid functionals
like B3LYP predicted much earlier TS structures having <S2> values on the order of 0.5
and rather low barriers. This strong sensitivity suggests that there is no particularly
convincing way to validate these structures from first principles arguments, and motivates
our inclusion of the fitting parameter A in eq. 3.2, as it can correct for systematic errors
associated with this phenomenon as well as any other systematic errors associated with the
model (e.g., errors in relative solvation free energies for separated reactants vs the TS
structure). Given the challenges in modeling H-atom abstraction in these systems using
electronic structure theory, prudent analysis of the kinetics for this process is best focused
primarily on qualitative features as opposed to detailed, quantitative comparison to
experiment, although the latter necessarily affect the confidence in the former as well.
Finally, as will be discussed further, we find optimal values for A and S‡ of 64 kJ
mol–1 and S‡ = –22 cal mol–1 K–1, respectively, where the latter is significantly smaller in
magnitude than the classical entropy of activation that would be expected based only on
the molecularity of the reaction (i.e., coming from the translational partition function,
standard-state volume, and the molecular weights of the reactants) and the former is
considerably higher than the error that might typically be expected for an enthalpy of
reaction from density functional theory. Both deviations, however, are consistent with
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favorable binding of one or more solvent molecules into the cleft between the aromatic
rings of the Cu–OH compounds. The displacement of that/those solvent molecule(s) along
the reaction coordinate would increase the enthalpy of activation and decrease the entropy
of activation. Indeed, in a free energy sense, these two effects compensate one another, and
one might not even notice it in the course of predicting transition-state theory rate constants
if the temperature is such that the two terms nearly cancel. However, when experiment is
available for the individual enthalpic and entropic contributions to the free energies of
activation, it becomes more apparent that the isolated reactants in a continuum solvent are
an inadequate model to compare against those experimental data.
Computed pKa and standard reduction potentials. We surveyed opportunities for theory to
contribute to a further understanding of measured pKa values and standard reduction
potentials in the systems studied here by focusing initially on 1a. However, a surprisingly
large sensitivity to choice of functional in the modeling of these systems was immediately
apparent. As shown in Table 3.3, predicted standard reduction potentials for 1a and 2a
were found to vary by over 1.6 V across a range of modern functionals when a conventional
approach including solvation effects through a continuum model for THF solvation was
employed.

Table 3.3. Predicted one-electron reduction potentials (V) vs Fc/Fc+.a
Couple

PBE

M06-L

M11-L

B3LYP

PBE0

1a/1a–

–1.183

–1.071

–0.643

–0.682

–0.581

expt –0.074
2a+/2a
expt 0.345

(–0.823) (–0.267) (–0.432) (–0.270)
–0.174

ωB97x-D M06-2X
–0.395
(–0.053)

–0.025

0.556

0.439

0.602

0.864

(–0.484)

(0.213)

(0.098)

(0.348)

(0.674)

a

0.488

1.602

Computed with the indicated functional and the 6-311+G(d,p) | SDD basis set for geometries optimized at
the M11-L and M06-L/6-31G(d) | SDD level of theory for bare catalyst and including counterion
respectively; THF continuum solvation effects are included with the SMD solvation model. Values in
parentheses are computed including counterions in tight ion pairs (tetramethylammonium and
hexafluorophosphonate, as appropriate). The standard reduction potential for Fc/Fc + was taken as 5.172 vs
SHE.
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Although the predicted reduction potentials for the 1a/1a– and 2a+/2a couples show
great sensitivity to choice of functional, there is an interesting agreement across all 7
functionals in Table 3.3 that the difference between the potentials for the two couples is
predicted to be about 1.2 V. This value clearly is substantially in excess of the experimental
separation of about 0.4 V. This suggested to us that modeling the ionic component of each
couple as a separated ion in THF solution was likely inaccurate, which conclusion is also
consistent with the relatively low dielectric constant of the solvent. When explicit
counterions

were

included

for

the

charged

components

of

each

couple

(tetramethylammonium and hexafluorophosphonate, respectively) for 5 of the functionals,
the predicted separations between the two reduction potentials fell substantially, with
values ranging from 0.34 to 0.72 V, in much better agreement with the experimental
separation. Nevertheless, the sensitivity of the absolute reduction potentials remained,
suggesting that there is a particularly complex electronic structure issue associated with
one or both of the copper species in each couple. While this merits further study employing
levels of electronic structure theory beyond density functional theory, we considered it
beyond the scope of the present study, and we did not pursue similar calculations for either
3 or 4b.
Interestingly, predicted pKa values for 1 were more straightforward to compute. In
particular,

including

counterions,

and

making

predictions

at

the

M06-L/6-

311+G(d,p)|SDD//M06-L/6-31G(d)|SDD level based on proton transfer to Et3N and taking
the pKa of Et3NH+ to be 12.5[218], we predict values of 10.6 and 18.1 for 1a/1a•H+ and (2a–
H)–/2a, respectively. These values compare well with the corresponding measured values
of 11.5 and 18.8 (cf. Table 3.1), but in the absence of being able to combine pKa
calculations with reduction potentials, such theoretical accuracy offers little additional
insight into the chemistry associated with HAT (although it does further confirm the
importance of tight ion pairs in THF).
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3.5.5. Theoretical Evaluation of the HAT Transition States
In order to better understand the observed differences in kinetic behavior and
evaluate the tunneling contributions implicated by the experimental data, we determined
the transition-state (TS) structures for HAT from DHA to each of 3, 1a, and 4b at the
B3LYP-D3BJ level of density functional theory. The TS structure for 1a is provided in
Figure 3.7, and selected computational data for all TS structures are provided in Table 3.4.
The C–H–O bond angle in all 3 cases is between 166.7 and 168.5 deg.
Immediately apparent in Figure 3.7b and Table 3.4 is that the HAT processes for
1a and 4b are predicted to be very similar, while that for 3 is predicted to be quite different.
More specifically, for 3 the transition state is predicted to be earlier (shorter C–H breaking
bond, longer O–H making bond) and the zero-point-including activation energy is
predicted to be lower (by more than 4 kcal·mol–1). The energy of the TS structure above a
corresponding intermediate van der Waals complex is also lower for 3 compared to the
other two cases (by roughly 2 kcal·mol–1, which affects tunneling propensity), and the
width of the barrier through which tunneling takes place is wider (as judged by imaginary
frequencies of smaller magnitude that characterize the reaction coordinate for both
isotopomers of 3 compared to 1a and 4b). Such behavior, at least for 3 compared to 1a, is
reasonably consistent with intuition, the various experimental and theoretical indications
of the relative electron donating capabilities of the supporting ligands, and the experimental
BDE values: viz. the enhanced electrophilicity of the copper that is associated with nitro
substitution leads to semiclassical acceleration of the HAT reaction. The almost perfect
equivalency of the predictions for 1a and 4b is not necessarily to be expected, but is the
result at the B3LYP-D3BJ level.
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Figure 3.7. (a) Optimized HAT TS structure for 1a. Dotted lines indicate the forming and
breaking OH and CH bonds, respectively. Atoms are copper (green), nitrogen (blue),
oxygen (red), carbon (gray), and hydrogen (white). (b) A drawing emphasizing the
forming and breaking OH and CH bonds, with calculated interatomic distances indicated.

Table 3.4. Selected Computational Data for HAT TS Structures.
Cmpd

E‡rel, kcal·mol–1a

q, a.u.b

Im(‡)c

3
1a
4b

0.0 (0.0)
4.6 (2.2)
4.1 (2.0)

–0.063
–0.035
–0.030

1267 (984)
1616 (1226)
1614 (1227)

a

Zero-point-including activation energy, relative to that for 3, when comparing TS structures to separated
educts and to van der Waals encounter complexes (latter values in parentheses). b Amount of electronic
charge (CM5 charge model) transferred to the Cu(OH) fragment in the TS structure compared to the reactant.
c
Imaginary frequency for H (and D) isotopomers.

With respect to other activation parameters, a limitation in the theoretical model
becomes apparent when one considers the entropy of activation. In particular, the entropy
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loss associated with the bimolecularity of the reaction, which depends only on the standardstate volume choice (1 L) and the molecular weights of the reacting species (roughly
constant across all 3 systems), is trivially computed to be about –40 cal·mol–1·K–1.
However, it is clear that in solution the semiclassical entropy of activation (i.e., the quantity
that would be measured from an Eyring plot if tunneling were not affecting the activation
parameters) must be considerably less than this value. This can be seen by considering the
measured ΔS‡ value for the deuterium isotope of 3, whose measured rates should be the
least affected by tunneling (heavy isotope, lower barrier height, wider barrier width). The
measured ΔS‡ value for this case is –17 cal mol–1 K–1. As tunneling would increase the
apparent magnitude of ΔS‡ (i.e., make it more negative) were it to play a significant role
over the range of the Eyring plot, this suggests that some other factor is present in solution
that significantly decreases the entropy loss associated with the reaction’s molecularity. A
likely explanation is solvent release, i.e., the “cleft” between the aromatic rings of the free
Cu–OH compounds binds one or two solvent molecules whose release to bulk solution
upon the binding of DHA compensates for entropy loss along the specific reaction
coordinate. Determining the condensed-phase activation entropy thus takes on a
complexity that is impractical to address with electronic structure theory, so we proceed by
making the assumption that all 3 reactions have a similar semiclassical entropy of
activation, and we treat that value as a parameter to be adjusted to bring computed data into
better agreement with experimental data. We find an optimal value to be –22 cal·mol–1·K–
1

and we used that value to generate rate constant data using eq. 3.2, the analysis of which

we discuss next.
Eyring plots of our computed bimolecular rate constants, which are themselves a
product of the quantum mechanical transmission coefficient associated with tunneling and
the canonical transition-state theory rate constant, permit the direct comparison of best-fit
apparent enthalpies and entropies of activation, as well as kinetic isotope effects for the
several temperatures. Quantum mechanical tunneling is predicted to play a very significant
role in all overall reaction rates. For reactions with h4-DHA, the transmission coefficients
over the range 193 K to 233 K are predicted to vary from 820–16,000 for 1a, 30–150 for
3, and 960–20,000 for 4b, respectively. For reactions with d4-DHA, over the range 223 K
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to 253 K, the variations are predicted to vary from 41–220 for 1a, 7–17 for 3, and 44–245
for 4b, respectively.
Eyring analysis parameters determined from computed rate constants are listed
alongside those determined from experimental rate constants in Table 3.2. There is
generally good agreement between the measured and predicted values, although certain
fine details are not well reproduced. For example, the variations in ΔH‡ as a function of
isotope are well reproduced for 1a but underpredicted for 3 and 4b by 1.5–1.9 kcal mol–1.
Similarly, to within experimental error, the entropies of activation as a function of isotope
are well reproduced for 1a and 4b, but the substantially lower ΔS‡ for 3 when reacting with
d4-DHA is not predicted by theory. Considering the KIE values at 233 K, theory
overestimates these by about a factor of 2 for 1a and 4b, and is in reasonable agreement
for 3.

3.6. Discussion
The targeted comparisons of the thermodynamics and kinetics of HAT by
[Cu(OH)]2+ complexes supported by the ligands

pipMe 2-

L , L2-, and

NO2 2-

L were enabled by

the synthesis and full characterization of the new Cu(II) precursors [pipMeLCu(OH)]- (4b-),
[pipHLCu(OH)]- (4a-), and [NO2LCu(OH)]- (3-) through EPR spectroscopy, X-ray
crystallography, and density functional theory (DFT). Short Cu-OH distances of 1.86-1.89
Å (X-ray) that are closely replicated by DFT calculations in [Na][4b-], [Na][4a-], and
[Et4N][3-] agree with values reported previously for mononuclear copper(II)-hydroxide
complexes, and confirm the previous attribution of a longer distance of 1.946(2) Å for
[LCuOH]- (1a-) to compositional disorder involving a copper(II)-chloride complex
impurity.[44] The hydroxide ligands in 4a- and 4b- are coordinated to Na+ counterions in the
X-ray structures, but a NEt4+ salt was used in studies of 3- in solution to avoid
complications such coordination might cause.
A variety of experimental and theoretical data support the anticipated trend in
electron donation pipMeL2- > L2- > NO2L2-. This trend is followed by the spin density at the
metal center in the d9 Cu(II) complexes, as reflected by the experimental and calculated
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hyperfine coupling constants Az (4b- > 1a- > 3-). Even more telling are the E1/2 values for
the CuIII/II couples (Table 3.1), which span an almost 400 mV range with a slightly less
than 200 mV difference between the complexes in the order 3/3- (least electron donating)
> 1a/1a- > 4b/4b- (most electron donating). Considering the different nature of the changes
in L (para-NO2 substituents on the flanking aryl rings vs. piperidine instead of pyridine
donor), we deem the approximately equal E1/2 differences to be fortuitous. Finally, the trend
in electron donating capabilities of the ligands is further corroborated by the calculated
partial atomic charges on the copper ion in the oxidized complexes (3 > 1a > 4b, Table
3.1). The correlations between Az, partial charge, and E1/2 that demonstrate the trends in
electron donation by the ligands are graphically depicted in Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8. Plots of Az from fits to the EPR spectra of Cu(II) complexes (black, R2 >
0.99) and DFT-calculated Cu partial charges for the oxidized Cu(III) complexes (blue, R2
= 0.94) versus E1/2 values for the CuIII/IIcouples for the systems supported by the
indicated ligands, with arbitrary linear fits.

Determination of the O-H BDE for the aqua complexes LCu(H2O) (2a),
pipMe

LCu(H2O) (5), and

NO2

LCu(H2O) (8) involved (i) for 2a[71] and 8 (this work),

measurement of the pKa and application of the square scheme and eq. 3.1, and (ii) use of
cross HAT reactions between an oxidized complex supported by one ligand with the aqua
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complex of another. While the absolute values of the BDEs determined via method (i) are
insufficiently precise to distinguish them unambiguously, the cross HAT reaction titrations
(method (ii)) clearly showed that they are in fact different, and are ordered 5 > 2a > 8.
Thus, while the pKa values are inversely correlated with the E1/2 values, the compensation
of the two is not sufficient to result in identical BDE values; the change in redox potential
is more influential than that of the pKa in determining the BDE. This deviation from perfect
compensation may be quantified by plotting E1/2 versus pKa (Figure 3.9). For ideal
compensation, a linear fit to such a plot would exhibit a slope of -59 mV/pKa unit; we find
a slope of -94 mV/pKa unit, a deviation from ideality of ~60%.

Figure 3.9. Plot of the E1/2 for the CuIII/IIcouple and the pKa for the Cu(II) aqua complex
for the systems supported by the indicated ligands. The line is a fit to the data with a
slope of -0.094 V/pKa (R2 = 0.98).

The higher O-H BDE and oxidizing power (E1/2) for

NO2

LCu(OH) (3) relative to

LCu(OH) (1a) and pipMeLCu(OH) (4b) is reflected in faster rates of HAT from DHA and a
range of substrates with varying C-H bond dissociation enthalpies. A more detailed
evaluation of the temperature dependence of the rates and the H/D kinetic isotope effects
(KIEs) for the reactions with DHA and DHA-d4, however, reveal intriguing disparities
among the three systems.
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For instance, the Eyring plots for the reactions with DHA indicate that the HAT
rates follow the BDE order (3 > 1a > 4b) at temperatures above -75 °C, but below this
isokinetic temperature for 1a and 4b, the extrapolated second order rate constant for the
latter is larger than that for the former (i.e., inversion of the Evans-Polanyi relationship).
All three systems exhibit large H/D KIEs significantly greater than semiclassical values in
the temperature ranges of our rate measurements, but the temperature dependency of the
KIEs for 1a is quite different from those for 3 and 4b.
The theoretical data suggest that these discrepancies may be at least in part
associated with the application of Eyring analysis, which presumes a linear relationship
between ln(k/T) and 1/T, to data acquired over a temperature range where some curvature
associated with tunneling is affecting the fit, and moreover may also be affecting different
fits differently (because of the different underlying semiclassical barrier heights and barrier
widths). Theory does indeed predict very large tunneling contributions to the rate constants
(vide supra)—and, more importantly, variations across 1a, 3, and 4b—that play a large role
in moving the Eyring parameters away from their otherwise semiclassical values. Thus,
Eyring plots of computed TST second-order rate constants that are not multiplied by
transmission coefficients so as to include tunneling effects lead to ΔH‡ (kcal mol–1) / ΔS‡
(cal·mol–1·K–1) values for reactions with h4- and d4-DHA, respectively, of 11.3 / –18.7 and
12.3 / –18.8 for 1a, 7.4 / –18.7 and 8.3 / –18.8 for 3, and 11.8 / –18.7 and 12.8 / –18.8 for
4b. We note in particular, then, how tunneling over the treated temperature range decreases
the apparent enthalpies of activation by substantial margins, particularly for 1a and 4b,
which have the higher semiclassical activation enthalpies, and similarly increases the
magnitude of the apparent entropies of activation (makes them more negative), again more
so for 1a and 4b, where the higher semiclassical barrier leads to more significant tunneling
effects on the reaction rate.
Given the intrinsically one-dimensional nature of the Skodje-Truhlar approach used
here to compute transmission coefficients, as well as its other approximations (e.g.,
assuming an inverted parabolic barrier shape), it may be that more complete models for
tunneling would further improve the agreement of theory with experiment and recover the
more significant differences in the extrapolated temperature-dependent isotope effects—
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keeping in mind, though, that they are indeed extrapolated values that would not
necessarily be expected to agree well with actual measured values at those temperatures,
since tunneling effects at such temperatures would be expected to be quite different from
those operative over the actual experimental temperature range. Actual measurements at
the extrapolated temperatures, however, are not available as rates for one isotope or the
other become too fast or too slow for practical determination.
Taken as a whole, it is clear that ligand variation in these [Cu(OH)]2+ compounds
leads to a subtle and complex interplay between intrinsic barrier heights and tunneling
efficiencies that can render trends in relative rates difficult to interpret easily over
temperature ranges where tunneling plays a significant role. Interestingly, analogous
competing trends in semiclassical rate constants and transmission coefficients were also
recently predicted for non-heme iron oxo compounds.[193] Irrespective of the degree to
which fine details of low-temperature HAT rates are captured by modeling, however, the
degree to which theory involving H-atom-transfer transition-state structures does capture
key trends in the kinetics of these compounds suggests that concerted H-atom transfer is
indeed the proper mechanistic model for these reactions (at least up to the point of the TS
structure), as opposed to mechanisms involving separate electron and proton transfers with
either one substantially more advanced over the other in the rate-determining step. The
very small predicted electronic charge transfers from DHA to the Cu(OH) fragments in the
TS structures (less than 0.07 a.u. in all 3 cases, Table 3.4) similarly supports this
characterization.[58,219]

3.7. Effects of Secondary Coordination Sphere Interactions On The Copper(III)Hydroxide Unit
In the previous work, it was demonstrated how ligand electronic perturbations
affect the spectroscopy and reactivity trends across a range of three different [CuOH] 2+
cores generated using supporting ligands with varying degrees of electron donation to the
copper center.[49] One key conclusion drawn from these studies was that in general, making
the supporting ligand framework more electron deficient makes the resulting copper62

hydroxide moiety a stronger oxidant and a weaker base. However, these counterbalancing
effects are only partially offset, which results in the stronger oxidant having the highest
thermodynamic driving force for the hydrogen atom transfer. This is evidenced by the trend
in the bond dissociation enthalpy of the formed O-H bond in the copper(II)-aqua complexes
which follow the trend 3> 1a > 4b. Interestingly, it was also observed that the rates of the
hydrogen atom transfer performed by these [CuOH]2+ cores were in accordance with the
corresponding thermodynamic driving forces, having the relative trend 3 > 1a > 4b. Also,
significant quantum mechanical tunneling contributions to the hydrogen atom transfer
reaction step was observed for all these complexes in addition to apparently counter
intuitive temperature dependencies of the kinetic isotope effect for reactions with 9,10dihydroanthracene in certain cases.
However, in the previous study one underlying theme was that the electronic
perturbations were centered on the primary coordination sphere around the copper, wherein
the donation abilities of the three N atoms were modulated directly by either (1) altering
the hybridization (sp2 in pyridine to sp3 in methyl-piperidine), or (2) installation of
conjugated electron withdrawing –NO2 groups at the para position of the donor
carboxamide nitrogen atoms in the aryl ring. Inspired by the results, we then sought to
explore the effects of more distal electronic modifications in this present study. For this
purpose, we targeted two new complexes shown in Figure 3.10 supported by novel ligand
frameworks in which we primarily alter the secondary coordination sphere around the
[CuOH]2+ core by installation of charged –NMe3+ and –SO3¯ groups on the para position
of the carboxamide nitrogen atoms in the aryl ring. Additionally, the installation of such
charged distal residues is intended to mimic the effects of distally located charged protein
residues on the hydrophobic active site of metalloenzymes and probe how such secondary
sphere effects alter reactivity patterns within the active site.
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Figure 3.10. New compounds targeted in this work.

3.7.1. Generation of The Corresponding [CuOH]2+ Complexes
Complexes 6 and 7 can be generated by one-electron oxidation of the corresponding
copper(II)-hydroxide cores (6red and 7red, respectively) in situ, analogous to the previous
reports.[44,49,71] Treatment of 6red and 7red with 1 eq. of oxidant ([Fc][BArF4] in the case of
6red and [AcFc][BArF4] in the case of 7red) in 1,2-difluorobenzene (DFB) solvent at -25 ○C
resulted in the immediate formation of characteristic intense charge transfer features
attributed to the generation of the one electron oxidized [CuOH]2+ complexes 6 and 7
respectively (Figure 3.11). In both cases, titration experiments revealed a 1:1 reaction
stoichiometry, confirming that oxidation of the copper(II)-hydroxide precursor proceeds
cleanly via a one-electron process. These species are reactive and the corresponding
absorption bands decay fully within 2-3 hours at -25 ○C and immediately upon warming.
Additionally, the rates of decay at lower temperatures are enhanced upon the addition of
external substrates containing C-H bonds that can be activated (see below). All of these
observations are consistent with the prior reports of generation of analogous [CuOH]2+
complexes.[49] Interestingly, the absorption feature for 6 is red shifted with respect to that
of the 1a and has a broad peak centered around ~610 nm (ε = 12,500 M-1 cm-1). The
corresponding charge transfer feature for 7 is significantly blue shifted having an
absorption feature centered around ~498 nm (ε = 14,000 M-1 cm-1), and is reminiscent of
the LMCT band for 3 (λmax (ε) = 513 nm (15,000 M-1 cm-1)), both in peak shape and
position.[49]
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Figure 3.11. Overlay of UV-vis spectra corresponding to 6 and 7 as generated by
treatment of the 6red or 7red with 1 eq. of oxidant in 1,2-DFB at -25 ○C.

To further probe the nature of excitations in these new copper(III) systems, linearresponse time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) computations were
performed at the B3LYP level of theory employing two different basis sets and SMD
continuum solvation model with parameters for 1,2-dichlorobenzene (1,2-DCB).
Three different counterions, BF4, B(CF3)4 and B(ArF)4 (whereas in the latter case,
-CF3 groups of the experimentally used [BArF] counterions were replaced with -F atoms)
were considered for modeling the di-cationic copper(III) system. The data for these species
were also compared to the bare di-cationic copper complex with no counterions (i.e.
[NMe3]+ LCuIII-OH) as the bare complex can indeed represent the infinitely large and
separated ion pairs that might be the case for extremely bulky [BAr F] counterions used
experimentally. For the di-anionic systems, we only envisioned the Na+ and K+ ions by
removing the crown ether as the primary role of crown ether is to encapsulate the Na+ and
K+ ions in the secondary coordination sphere. To better understand the role of the parasulfonate substituents, either originating from its anionic or electronwithdrawing nature,
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data for the ion-paired complexes were compared to the bare di-anionic copper system (i.e.
with no counterions, [SO3-]LCuIII-OH) and also to the protonated system ([SO3H] LCuIIIOH) (Table 3.5). For comparison, corresponding data for the parent (LCu III-OH) as well as
nitro substituted ([NO2]LCuIII-OH) complexes are also given in Table 3.5. Computed
natural transition orbitals (NTOs) were demonstrated to assign the nature of transitions for
6 and 7 species in Figure 3.12.

Table 3.5. Computed maximum absorption wavelengths (λmax in nm) and oscillator
strengths (f) at the B3LYP level of theory in 1,2-DCB using SMD continuum solvation
model. Available experimental excitation energies (Exp. in nm) are given for comparison.
6-311+G(2df,2p)

6-31+G(d)

Exp.

λmax

(nm)

(nm)

LCuIII-OH

563

612, 552

0.111, 0.383

620, 557

0.111, 0.383

[NO2]LCuIII-OH

513

512, 507

0.107, 0.443

510

0.493

[NMe3.BF4] LCuIII-OH

–

517

0.450

520

0.450

[NMe3.B(CF3)4] LCuIII-OH

–

511

0.457

514

0.454

[NMe3.B(ArF)4] LCuIII-OH

–

–

–

537

0.283

[NMe3+] LCuIII-OH

498

501

0.463

505

0.452

[SO3.Na ]LCuIII-OH

-

550

0.392

553

0.414

640,

615, 554

0.148, 0.288

622, 559

0.138, 0.324

Species

[SO3.K ]LCuIII-OH

f

λmax
(nm)

f

584

[SO3-] LCuIII-OH

–

637

0.387

641

0.369

[SO3H] LCuIII-OH

–

516

0.355

520, 478

0.339, 0.120

[NtBu ]LCuIII-OH

–

506

0.162

503

0.122

[NMe2]LCuIII-OH

–

939, 643

0.586, 0.228

948, 645

0.588, 0.229

All computed low-energy lying transitions for studied copper(III) species
correspond to HOMO→LUMO transitions (except for [NMe3.B(ArF)4]LCuIII-OH species
with HOMO-6→LUMO transition) with ligand-metal charge transfer (LMCT) character.
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A closer inspection of the NTOs confirms that the charge is transferred mainly from the π
backbone of the ligand (not the pyridine moiety) to the dx2-y2 like orbital located on the
copper atom as well as the bound OH unit. Computed maximum absorption wavelengths
are in excellent agreement with the experimental data for [NMe3+] LCuIII-OH model
within 3 nm deviation at 6-311+G(2df,2p) level. A blue shift of 6 nm can be observed upon
enlarging the counterion from BF4 to B(CF3)4 still with [NMe3+] LCuIII-OH being the best
fit to the experiment and [NMe3.B(ArF)4]LCuIII-OH being an outlier in this series.

Figure 3.12. Computed B3LYP/6-311+G(2df,2p)|SDD//B3LYP/6-31G(d)|SDD natural
transition orbitals (red: particle, blue: hole) of the bare di-cationic and ion-paired dianionic systems with isovalue of 0.02 a.u. at the maximum vertical absorption
wavelengths in 1,2-DCB.

Computed TDDFT value for the S1 excited electronic state of the di-anionic species
with K+ counterions shows a red shift of 4-9 nm (depending on the basis set used) compared
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to the Na+ counterparts (Table 3.5). The former species exhibits a second transition at 615
nm with a lower oscillator strength in addition to the higher intensity 554 nm which
corresponds to HOMO→LUMO transition with similar LMCT characteristics. Even
though the predicted absorption wavelengths are smaller within ~ 30 nm than the measured
values, the predicted absorption spectrum qualitatively reflects the experimental spectrum.
On the other hand, the bare [SO3-]LCuIII-OH species shows only one peak which is red
shifted by 22 nm compared to the [SO3.K ]LCuIII-OH system (Table 3.5). By contrast,
computed low-lying maximum absorption wavelengths for the doubly protonated [SO3H]
LCuIII-OH species illustrates a rather large blue shift of 38 nm compared to the [SO3.K
]LCuIII-OH species. All low-lying transitions are associated with LMCT character mainly
from π backbone of the deprotonated carboxamide to the metal d orbital with some
contributions from SO3- units. While in the case of [SO3H] LCuIII-OH, it is merely the
electronic perturbations in the first coordination sphere that causes the differential
electronic absorption behavior, for [SO3.K ]LCuIII-OH the observed shift in the
absorption wavelengths mainly ensue from the K+ ion effect highlighting our motivation
for investigating secondary sphere effects.
Replacing both di-isopropyl phenyl rings with tert-butyl groups brings the LMCT
band further down by 10 nm in [NtBu ]LCuIII-OH system compared to the doubly
protonated [SO3H] LCuIII-OH species. Substituting electron donating di-methyl amino
groups in the para position of the copper(III) complex ([NMe2]LCuIII-OH) pumps the
computed maximum absorption wavelengths to 939 and 643 nm for the S1 and S2 states
(with 302 nm red shift compared to the bare di-anionic system).
Overall, based on our combined experimental and computational data, one can
conclude that the dramatically different electrochemical behavior of the reduced di-cationic
and di-anionic species, as well as the differences in the UV-vis spectra of their oxidized
analogues indicate significant perturbation to the copper(III) states of these complexes via
the inclusion of the charged para-substituents.
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3.7.2. HAT Reaction Kinetics of 6 and 7
In order to probe how the distal charged substituents alter the HAT reaction kinetics
of 6 and 7, we measured the rates of reactions of 6 and 7 with 9,10-dihydroanthracene
(DHA) and or DHA-d4 in 1,2-DFB solvent at -25 ○C. In the experiments, solutions of the
6red or 7red in the presence of excess substrate were treated with the appropriate oxidant,
which immediately yielded the diagnostic charge transfer features associated with the
formation of the corresponding [CuOH]2+ species. This charge transfer feature decayed
over time, concomitant with the appearance of sharp absorption features in the 360-380 nm
range, indicative of the formation of anthracene which is the expected HAT reaction
product. Kinetic modelling of this decay at varying substrate concentrations yielded the
second order HAT rate constants. For ease of comparison, we tabulate these rate constants
(k) and the corresponding KIE values in Table 3.6, along with those reported for the other
[CuOH]2+ complexes.

Table 3.6. Second-order rate constants and KIE values for the HAT reactions with DHA,
as well as O-H BDE values in the corresponding [CuOH2]2+ complexes.

a

BDEO-H in [CuOH2]2+

Compound

k (M-1 s-1)

kH/kD

6

400(22)

12

91(3)

7

2.8(7)

18

91(3)

1aa

50(8)

16b

90(3)

3a

346(50)

10b

91(3)

4ba

25(4)

17b

88(3)

(kcal mol-1)

From Ref 49. b Extrapolated values, determined from activation parameters reported in Ref 49.

Despite the two complexes 6 and 7, having similar thermodynamic forces for HAT
from DHA (evidenced by the similar BDE values in the corresponding [CuOH2]2+
complexes), it was intriguing that the actual rate constant of HAT for 7 was drastically
slower (by a factor of ~140). Given this anomalous behavior for 7, we sought to investigate
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further and performed a full temperature dependent Eyring analysis for this reaction in
order to obtain the activation parameters. Notably, the most significant contribution to the
barrier of activation for the reaction between 7 and DHA comes from the enthalpy of
activation (ΔH‡H = 6.6(7) kcal mol-1), which is 1.5 kcal mol-1 higher in energy than what
was previously measured in the case of 1a. Additionally, in the case of both complexes,
large kinetic isotope effects were observed, determined by measuring the second-order rate
constant (kD) for the reaction between 6/7 with DHA-d4. These values of 12 and 18 for 6
and 7 respectively are outside the semi-classical limit and are consistent with rate
determining C-H bond cleavage with a significant contribution from quantum mechanical
tunneling in the transition state. These findings are in congruence with what has been
previously found by experiment and theory for the other analogous [CuOH] 2+
complexes.[44,49]
One plausible difference between 7 and the other complexes within this series is
the fact that the 2+ charge of the complex is balanced by the two large [BArF4–] counterions,
which have the potential to crowd the [CuOH]2+ core and hinder reactivity with a large
substrate such as DHA via steric means. To probe this, we measured the second-order rate
constant for reactions of 6 and 7 with 1,4-cyclohexadiene (CHD), a sterically smaller
hydrogen atom donor. Indeed, for 7 the reactions with CHD were found to be
approximately 10 times faster than for DHA, with k = 28(2) M-1 s-1 (Figure 3.13). Notably
this value is quite similar to what was previously measured for 1a (k = 38 M-1 s-1) under
analogous conditions. Thus, it is possible that the high enthalpic barrier of activation
associated with reactions between 7 and DHA is steric in nature. Additionally, the second
order rate constant for the reaction between 6 and CHD was found to be comparable to
these rates, having a value of 70(8) M-1 s-1.
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Figure 3.13. Second-order plots depicting the greater dependence of kobs on [CHD]
(dashed) than for [DHA] (solid) in HAT reactions involving 7 in 1,2-DFB at -25 ○C.

It is noteworthy, that for most documented complexes the rates of hydrogen atom
abstraction from DHA and CHD are generally comparable.[220] However for the case of 6
and 7, these differ considerably and are not within the error of the experiments. While in
the case of the former, the rates of HAT from CHD are approximately 6 times slower, for
the latter the corresponding rates are 10 times faster. We explore these differing HAT
reactivity patterns in the light of computational studies in the following section and discuss
the implications of of all these results in the subsequent discussion section.

3.7.3. Theoretical Evaluation of HAT Rates
To further probe the effects of electronic perturbation of the supporting ligands on
the HAT rates we turned to computational modeling. We have previously shown that a
seven-fold increase in HAT rates from the DHA substrate can be achieved by replacing the
para hydrogens of the phenyl rings in the parent system with nitro groups.[49] We attributed
this effect to increasing electron deficiency of the copper(III) atom and subsequently its
increased tendency to abstract the hydrogen atom from the DHA substrate as a result of
computed transition state structures and charge analysis. To enable comparisons across a
wide variety of substituents deliniated above, electronic structure calculations were
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performed at the same levels of theory (See section 3.5.4) as in our previous report for both
the DHA (Table 3.7) and CHD (Table 3.8) substrates.
Table 3.7. Selected HAT parameters (298 K) for the DHA substrate computed at the
B3LYP-D3(SMD)/BS2//B3LYP-D3(SMD)/BS1 level of theory. a
krel

∆G‡rel
Species

(kcal/mol)
b

(Semiclassical)

krel
(Tunneling)

κe

υ(im)
f

d

c

LCuIII-OH

0.0

1.0

1.0

48

1756

[NMe3.BF4]LCuIII-OH

-1.4

1.1×101

6.3

32

1649

[NMe3.B(CF3)4]LCuIII-OH

-1.1

6.1

3.4

27

1603

[NMe3+]LCuIII-OH

-0.3

1.6

1.1

27

1586

[SO3-]LCuIII-OH

-3.6

4.5×102

2.4×102

25

1570

-2.9

1.3×102

2.5×101

10

1408

[SO3.Na ]LCuIII-OH

-2.8

1.0×102

6.1×101

28

1504

[SO3.K ]LCuIII-OH

-2.8

1.1×102

6.5×101

29

1500

[NMe ]LCuIII-OH

7.0

6.1×10-5

2.4×10-4

189

1568

[NtBu ]LCuIII-OH

-6.3

1.3×10-2

5.5

10

1111

[Ph]LCuIII-OH

2.5

1.5×10-2

2.9×10-2

92

1534

[NMe2]LCuIII-OH

1.2

1.3×10-1

3.7

1396

2164

Contd.

[SO3H ]LCuIII-OH

a

BS1: 6-31G(d)|SDD, BS2: 6-311+G(2df,2p)|SDD, b Activation free energies computed relative to the parent
system (LCuIII-OH), relative semi-classicalc and tunneling corrected HAT ratesd for the HAT TS compared
to the separated educts. eTransmission coefficients for each species. f Imaginary frequency for the HAT TS
in cm-1.
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Table 3.8. Selected HAT parameters (298 K) for the CHD substrate computed at the
B3LYP-D3(SMD)/BS2//B3LYP-D3(SMD)/BS1 level of theory.a
∆G‡rel
Species

(kcal/mol)
b

krel
(Semi-

krel

κ

υ(im)

classical)

(Tunneling) d

e

f

c

LCuIII-OH

0.0

1.0

1.0

82

1550

[NMe3.BF4]LCuIII-OH

-2.6

8.1×101

2.7×101

27

1391

[NMe3.B(CF3)4]LCuIII-OH

-4.2

1.2×103

3.7×101

[NMe3+]LCuIII-OH

-1.5

1.2×101

1.0×101

70

1504

[SO3-]LCuIII-OH

-3.2

2.2×102

1.6×101

6

1191

[SO3H ]LCuIII-OH

-4.1

9.5×102

5.6×101

5

1166

[SO3.Na ]LCuIII-OH

-3.7

5.1×102

3.4×101

6

1207

[SO3.K ]LCuIII-OH

-3.5

1.2×102

2.2×101

5

1199

[NMe ]LCuIII-OH

5.0

2.2×10-4

5.8×10-4

214

1612

[NtBu ]LCuIII-OH

0.6

3.0×10-1

1.2×10-2

3

983

[NMe2]LCuIII-OH

1.2

1.0×10-1

7.5×10-1

538

2054

3

891

BS1: 6-31G(d)|SDD, BS2: 6-311+G(2df,2p)|SDD, b Activation free energies computed relative to the parent
system (LCuIII-OH), relative semi-classicalc and tunneling corrected HAT ratesd for the HAT TS compared
to the separated educts. eTransmission coefficients for each species. f Imaginary frequency for the HAT TS
in cm-1.
a

For the di-cationic species [NMe3+]LCuIII-OH (comprising two NMe3+ units), we
determined the transition-state (TS) structures for HAT from DHA and evaluated the
tunneling contributions for [NMe3.BF4]LCuIII-OH, [NMe3.B(CF3)4]LCuIII-OH and the
bare [NMe3+]LCuIII-OH models. As can be seen from Table 3.7, the computed semiclassical and tunneling corrected HAT rates decrease in the order of [NMe3.BF4]LCuIIIOH > [NMe3.B(CF3)4]LCuIII-OH > [NMe3+]LCuIII-OH that the di-cationic model is
almost identical to the parent system in terms of the calculated rate constants. While the
bare di-cationic model seems to be the most accurate in reproducing kinetic (Table 3.7)
and electronic absorption data (Table 3.5), it still overestimates the rate constant in
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comparison to the parent system which experimentally shows almost one order of
magnitude larger value. Therefore, from the electronic structure point of view, our
calculations show that the di-cationic species with infinitely separated and bulky
counterions act more or less similar to the parent system. However, we note that our
calculations does not consider steric effects ensueing from the [BArF4-] counterions which
might be important in precluding large substrates such as DHA from reaching the
copper(III)-hydroxide active site. In this regard, to probe the steric effects, we also
examined the HAT reactivity with sterically less demanding CHD substrate and compared
to the experiments. Experimental data displays 10 times larger HAT rate for CHD ( krel =
10 ) than that for DHA. However, the computed data exhibits a reverse trend between two
substrates predicting a larger second order rate constant for DHA (k = 2.2x103 M-1 s-1)
compared to CHD ( k = 31.3 M-1 s-1) with different tunneling behavior as seen from
transmission coefficients (κ = 32 and κ = 70 for DHA and CHD, respectively). A rationale
behind the predicted trend can be attributed to the presence of dispersive interactions in the
case of larger substrate DHA which causes additional stabilization and therby lowering the
activation barrier. Therefore, it turns out that favorable dispersive interactions dominate
over the repulsive steric interactions which are not really taken into account in our model
complexes. Based on the predicted values, [NMe3+]LCuIII-OH model produces relatively
larger rate constants for both substrates compared to the parent system with krel = 1.1 and
krel = 10 for DHA and CHD, respectively. Nevertheless, uncertainties in our computations,
including difficulties in modeling entropic differences in the transition-state structures
compared to the separated educts as well as complications in modeling the steric effects of
the bulky [BArF4-] counterions used experimentally limits our ability to draw quantitative
inferences from these calculations.
As for SO3- substituted CuIII-OH fragment, in order to account for secondary sphere
effects, Na+ and K+ cations (to mimic [Na(15-crown-5)]+ and [K(18-crown-6)]+
environment) were envisaged surrounding the SO3- aromatic ring substituents. Guided by
the experimental X-ray crystal structures, only the isomers in which both Na+ and K+
counterions are distal from DHA substrate interacting only with the SO 3- groups were
considered in our thermodynamic and kinetic analyses. Overall, the HAT parameters for
Na+ and K+ complexes with the DHA substrate are very close to each other, krel = 61 for
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the former and krel = 65 for the latter and reproduce the experimental trend in which the
parent system is inferior in terms of HAT reactivity by an order of magnitude. A similar
trend is predicted toward the CHD substrate with the same species where the model
complex with the Na+ counterions bears slightly larger rate constant than that of K+
counterions (Table 3.8) whic is in line with the experimental trend.
We also explored the effect of replacement of the di-isopropyl phenyl groups with
either methyl ([NMe]LCuIII-OH) or tert-butyl ([NtBu]LCuIII-OH) substituents on the
calculated HAT rates. A closer look at the optimized geometries for the van der Waals
reactive complex as well as HAT transition state (TS) of [NMe]LCuIII-OH reveals a very
different ″face-to-face″ configuration for both of these structures as opposed to a
conventional ″head-to-tail″ orientation found for di-isopropyl phenyl substituted systems
(Figure 3.14). Semi-classical and tunneling corrected HAT rates correspondingly
decreased by 4 orders of magnitude relative to the parent system. A similar ″face-to-face″
orientation was found for [Ph]LCuIII-OH, a complex in which the di-isopropyl phenyl
substituents are replaced with hydrogens and a decrease of 2 orders of magnitude in
tunneling corrected rate is predicted relative to the parent system. However, in the tertbutyl-substituted [NtBu]LCuIII-OH case, the ″face-to-face″ configuration is no longer
accessible, and the tunneling-corrected HAT rate for reaction with DHA is predicted to be
5.5 times larger than that for the parent system (Table 3.7). Based on our computed
tunneling corrected HAT rates for the ″face-face″ configurations, it seems that this
configuration tends to deactivate the copper(III) catalysts through increased van der Waals
interactions.
In general, the predicted imaginary frequencies for the HAT reaction coordinate
reflect such a trend that the broader the potential energy surface with a smaller υ(im), the
higher the HAT reactivity is as seen in the decreasing order of HAT reactivity [SO3.K
]LCuIII-OH > [SO3.Na ]LCuIII-OH > [NMe3+]LCuIII-OH > LCuIII-OH with
corresponding imaginary frequencies, 1500, 1504, 1586 and 1756 cm-1, respectively for
DHA. The HAT reactivity is in the decreasing order, [SO3.Na ]LCuIII-OH > [SO3.K
]LCuIII-OH > [NMe3+]LCuIII-OH > LCuIII-OH for CHD with increasing order of
imaginary frequencies (Table 3.8). This trend is further supported with a correlation
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between the C-H/O-H bond distances and ∆G‡rel values that a longer O-H distance or a
shorter C-H distance (earlier TS) is assocaiated with a lower free energy of activation.

Figure 3.14. Optimized face-to-face for the [NMe ]LCuIII-OH and head-to-tail
configurations LCuIII-OH van der Waals reactive complex (left) and transition state
(right) structures at the B3LYP-D3(SMD)/6-31G(d) level of theory.

3.8. Discussion
It is interesting that despite the stark contrast in the electronic influence of the paraSO3– and –NMe3+ substituents on the redox chemistry of the copper(III/II) centers, the net
effect on the O-H BDE values appears to be similar. This observation is somewhat different
when put into perspective with the conclusions from the previous work,[49] where a trend
in the O-H BDE values was observed. We postulate that this has to do with the innate
differences in the nature of the electronic perturbations. While in the previous study, the
perturbation was directly on the copper center, the nature of the current electronic
perturbations is more distal. Additionally, the EPR studies reflect the fact that the electron
density on the copper(II) center is not significantly different across the compounds
discussed in the current work. Hence, by means of these distal electronic modifications, we
think that we have demonstrated that one could in principle achieve a net compensation
between the counterbalancing effects of redox potential and basicity.
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A plot of logk vs. O-H BDE (Figure 3.15) for the series of CuIII-OH complexes so
far predicts that the slow rate of reaction between 7 and DHA is consistent with a product
O-H BDE of approximately 85 kcal mol-1.

Figure 3.15. Plot of logk vs. O-H BDE for the series of CuIII-OH complexes studied to
date.

As the bare [NMe3+]LCuIII-OH model represents the di-cationic NMe3+ substituted
complexes best, we focus on this model for further conclusions. Similar ∆Gǂ value was
found for the [NMe3+]LCuIII-OH species relative to the parent system lead to almost
identical semi-classical and tunneling rate constants (Table 3.7). The predicted electronic
charge transfer from DHA to the CuIII-OH core (Δq = -0.020) for [NMe3+]LCuIII-OH
underlines its more electron deficient nature than the parent system (Δq = 0.018). However,
the significant difference in the amount of transfered charge is not reflected in activation
barriers which are similar for both systems. This outcome can be attributed to our model
that doesn’t account for steric congestion of the bulky counterion and thus only the
electronic perturbations emerge in favor of the di-cationic system. A similar situation is
predicted for the CHD substrate with di-cationic and parent systems having the same
amount of transfered charge (Δq = -0.025) but different free energies of activation by ~ 1.5
kcal mol-1. Altogether, pure electronic perturbations don’t suffice to explain the differential
reactivity of di-cationic systems.
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The situation is more complicated for SO3- derivatives to attribute the enhanced
HAT reactivity of the corresponding species to the less pronounced electronwithdrawing
propensity of SO3- units due to the highly anionic nature of this species. We initially
compared [SO3-]LCuIII-OH to its protonated counterpart [SO3H]LCuIII-OH to discern the
net charge effect on reactivity. For the protonated [SO3H]LCuIII-OH species with the
DHA substrate, computed semi-classical rate is similar to that of the deprotonated
counterpart. However, the smaller computed tunneling rate for this species arises from the
smaller transmission coefficient (10 for SO3H compared to 25 for SO3-) (Table 3.7). [SO3]LCuIII-OH and [SO3H]LCuIII-OH species display similar reactivity for CHD substrate
while both outperform the parent system by 2 orders of magnitude in absence of the
quantum tunneling effects (Table 3.8). However, the predicted transmission coefficients
lie in a semi-classical range (κ = 5 and 6, respectively) and contribute less to the semiclassical rates than it does in other species.
As for secondary sphere effects, Na+ and K+ ion-paired species produce almost
equivalent semi-classical and tunneling corrected rate constants for DHA whereas
[SO3.Na]LCuIII-OH is faster by a factor of ~1.5 for CHD as observed in the
experiments.This trend is in agrrement with amount of transferred charge to CuIII-OH core
where Δq = -0.032 and Δq = -0.028 for [SO3.Na]LCuIII-OH and [SO3.K]LCuIII-OH,
respectively. The associated Δq values for HAT from CHD substrate are -0.037 and -0.034.
Overall, complexes with the largest amount of charge transferred to the CuIII-OH unit
(Table 3.7 and 3.8) viz. substrate act as nucleophile, show the highest reactivity for HAT.
However, the intriguing question arises from how the less electron deficient nature of SO3compared to NMe3+ lead to a more facile HAT. There might be two underlying factors for
that outcome : i. Sterics of [BArF4–] counterions are neglected in the model complexes can
dictate the HAT reactivity for NMe3+ derivatives rather than the electronic perturbations.
ii. Even though SO3- derivatives introduce some negative charge to the entire system, the
role of Na+ and K+ can be crucial by deshielding the negative charge of SO3- units from the
[CuOH]2+ core. Therefore, SO3- substituents act more likely as electronwithdrawing groups
and thus enhance the HAT rate constants compared to the parent system. This reasoning
can be further supported by slightly different HAT rate constants for CHD that can be
attributed to the stronger interactions between Na+ and SO3- ions through a shorter Na+--78

Na-O- distance ( ~2.25 Å) in [SO3.Na]LCuIII-OH complex while K-O distance in
[SO3.K]LCuIII-OH complex is longer ( ~2.62 Å) .
Turning our attention to different modifications on the aromatic rings, the
associated model complexes [NMe]LCuIII-OH and [Ph]LCuIII-OH have larger ∆Gǂ values
for DHA and even with tunneling contributions rate constants are still much smaller than
that of the parent system. The full removal or truncation of di-isopropyl groups plays an
important role leading to the destabilization of ligand backbone in [NMe]LCuIII-OH and
[Ph]LCuIII-OH cases. However, [NtBu]LCuIII-OH produces larger tunneling corrected
rate constant associated with the dispersive interactions between tert-butyl groups and the
aromatic rings of DHA. As this interaction lacks in the smaller substrate CHD,
[NtBu]LCuIII-OH species is less reactive toward CHD. Finally, [NMe2]LCuIII-OH poses
a slower semi-classical rate in comparison to the parent system, however, its very large
transmission coefficient (κ = 1396) favors this complex toward DHA over the parent
system by a factor of ~4. On the other hand, the same species behaves differently for CHD
in the non-classical limit due to a smaller transmission coefficient ( κ = 538).

3.9. Conclusions
In an effort to probe the dependence of hydrogen atom abstraction thermodynamics
and kinetics by [Cu(OH)]2+ cores on supporting ligand structural perturbations, we
prepared two variants of an initally studied[44] bis(arylcarboxamido)pyridine ligand (L2-)
that are either more electron donating (pipR’L2-) or electron withdrawing (NO2L2-).
Copper(II)-hydroxide complexes of these new ligands were synthesized and fully
characterized, and their one-electron oxidation to yield [CuOH]2+ complexes was defined
by cyclic voltammetry, UV-Vis spectroscopy, and DFT calculations. Various experimental
(UV-Vis, E1/2, Cu hyperfine) and theoretical parameters (Cu partial charge) clearly evinced
the anticipated electron donating or withdrawing effects on the properties of the [CuOH]+/2+
cores in the series of compounds supported by the three ligand variants. Measurement of
the thermodynamic redox potential and pKa parameters for HAT by the [CuOH]2+
complexes revealed only partial compensation of these parameters and, thus, a trend in the
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corresponding O-H BDE values for the corresponding aqua complexes

NO2

LCuOH (3) >

LCuOH (1b) > pipMeLCuOH (4b). This trend is qualitatively reflected in a similar trend in
the rates of HAT from substrates with a range of C-H bond strengths. A thorough analysis
of the kinetics of HAT from DHA and d4-DHA as a function of temperature using
experiment and theory, including characterization of HAT transition state structures and
energetics, revealed significant tunneling contributions to the reaction rates and differences
in activation parameters across the series of complexes. These differences point to subtle
variation of intrinsic barrier heights and tunneling efficiencies for HAT by the [CuOH]2+
functionality when supported by ligands with differing electron donating capabilities over
the studied temperature range of –80 °C to –20 °C. Besides the subtle changes in the
primary coordination sphere, modulation of secondary coordination sphere around the
copper hydroxide core was also investigated. Installation of charged substituents to the para
position of the ligand aryl rings generated di-cationic and di-anionic species that exhibited
significant impact on HAT reactivity. The highest reactivity observed for [SO3-]LCuIII-OH
(6) species is attributed to the electronwithdrawing role of SO3- units with the Na+ and K+
counterions that serves to deshield the anionic charge. In the case of di-cationic species
[NMe3+]LCuIII-OH (7), the lower reactivity relative to LCuOH (1b) and [SO3-]LCuIII-OH
(6) species is attributed to the bulky counterions in the secondary coordination sphere rather
than any electronic effects. In summary, through detailed characterization of the
thermodynamics and kinetics of HAT by [Cu(OH)]2+ complexes supported by ligands with
differing electron donating characteristics, we have obtained new insights into the relative
importance of redox potential, pKa, and tunneling on this fundamentally important process
relevant to oxidation catalysis.
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Chapter 4
Decarbonylation of Biomass-Derived
Hydrocinnamic Acid to Styrene Following
Activation as Anhydrides
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4.1. Introduction
Conversion of natural-product feedstocks into valuable synthetic chemicals has
become a crucial issue due to the increasing shortage of fossil reserves.[221,222] Among the
different renewable resources available, biomass-derived carboxylic acids are excellent
substrates from which to obtain high-value linear α-olefins via catalytic deoxygenation
processes (especially those with an odd number of carbon atoms).[223–225]
There is thus considerable interest in the development of convenient methods to
facilitate the production of such high value products using a sustainable catalytic platform.
In particular, decarbonylation/dehydration provides the relevant route to convert readily
available carboxylic acids to olefins (Scheme 4.1a). This process can be catalyzed by
transition metal complexes under homogeneous conditions.[226] While unactivated
carboxylic acids are at best weakly reactive,[227] considerably improved results are obtained
when a sacrificial anhydride is used (Scheme 4.1b). Activation of carboxylic acids via
anhydrides has been well described in the literature for other reactions,[228] particularly by
the groups of Yamamoto[229–231] and Goossen.[232–234] Focusing on decarbonylation
processes, Miller et al. initially reported the transformation of fatty acids into terminal
alkenes in the presence of Pd and Rh catalysts using acetic anhydride at high temperatures
(Scheme 4.1b).[235,236] Unfortunately, isomerization to internal alkenes could not be
avoided, but Goossen et al.[237] found different protocols involving pivalic anhydride that
improved selectivity. Most work in this area has involved Pd-based catalysts, and has
focused on the design of protocols having high efficiency under mild reaction
conditions,[10,237–239] in some instances exploiting the reaction to reveal a vinyl group at a
late stage in a complex synthesis.[240]Other transition metals known to catalyze this process
include Fe[241] and Ir.[242,243] As an alternative to anhydride co-reactants, p-nitrophenylester
ester derivatives have shown promising results.[11,244] However, full suppression of internal
alkenes still remains challenging.
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Scheme 4.1. (a) General and (b) transition-metal-catalyzed anhydride-mediated
decarbonylation of carboxylic acids.

In line with the development of sustainable protocols, we are interested in the
conversion of biomass to produce commodity monomers. Thus we focus here on a
particular system reported by Hillmyer, Tolman, and co-workers that produces styrene in
good yields from biomass-derived hydrocinnamic acid and pivalic anhydride at 190 °C in
the presence of PdCl2 and PPh3 (Scheme 4.2).[238] The effectiveness of the process depends
on the anhydride co-reactant as well as the [Pd] catalyst.

Scheme 4.2. Pd-catalyzed decarbonylation of hydrocinnamic acid with pivalic anhydride
as co-reactant.[238]

The formation of the mixed anhydride consists of (i) oxidative addition, (ii)
decarbonylation, (iii) β-hydride elimination, and (iv) catalyst regeneration to yield the
product olefin (Figure 4.1).[226,237,242,243] We apply computational electronic structure
theory, and in particular Density Functional Theory (DFT),[244] to gain detailed atomistic
insights not readily assessed experimentally for individual elementary steps in the
mechanism, with the goal of contributing to rational design of better catalysts and
experimental conditions. Various reaction pathways have been evaluated at the DFT level,
and a number of anhydrides and phosphine ligands having different electronic and steric
properties are evaluated and discussed.
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Figure 4.1. Proposed mechanism for the transition-metal-catalyzed anhydride-mediated
decarbonylation.

4.2. Computational Details
All calculations were performed at the DFT level[103] using the M06-L local density
functional[105,118,127] as implemented in Gaussian 09.[104] Choice of M06-L was motivated
by a survey of a variety of functionals compared to LPNO-CCSD[92],[127] benchmark
energies. An ultrafine grid was used to perform numerical integrations. An automatic
density-fitting set generated by the Gaussian program was used to reduce computational
expense. For geometry optimizations, the following double-zeta basis set (DZ) was used:
the Stuttgart effective core potential and its associated basis set (SDD) for Pd[112] and the
6-31G(d,p) basis set for H, C, N, O, F, and P[207]including diffuse functions for O and F
atoms.[245] All geometries were fully optimized in the gas phase. The natures of all
intermediates and transition states were confirmed by analytic computation of vibrational
frequencies at 463.15 K (the temperature of corresponding experiments[238]). Transition
state (TS) structures were verified to connect with reactants and products by following
normal modes associated with corresponding imaginary frequencies. All frequencies below
50 cm−1 were replaced by 50 cm−1 when computing vibrational entropies.[212]
The decarbonylation process under study is a solvent-free reaction.[238] However,
for each catalytic cycle two molecules of pivalic acid are released, so it is reasonable to
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assign it as a solvent. With respect to calculations, butanoic acid (BA, ε = 2.85)[246] was
used as model solvent to mimic pivalic acid (ε = 2.98) since the latter is not specifically
parameterized. For single-point calculations in solution, the following triple-zeta basis set
(TZ) was used: the Stuttgart effective core potential and its associated basis set (SDD)[112]
including one f-polarization function[247] for Pd and the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set for H, C,
N, O, F, and P.[245,248,249] Final Gibbs energies in solution were computed by adding Gibbs
energy contributions in the gas phase (DZ level) to single-point calculations in butanoic
acid (TZ level) using the SMD model.[213] For all species but CO (gas at 1 atm), a factor of
RT·ln(24.46) was added to account for the 1 atm to 1 M standard-state change. All Gibbs
energies in BA solution (ΔGBA) are reported in kcal mol−1.

4.3. Results and Discussion
The reaction conditions of the Pd-catalyzed conversion of hydrocinnamic acid 1 to
styrene are shown in Scheme 4.2. It is well established that some Pd(II) reagent is first
reduced to Pd(0) species prior to the start of catalysis.[250] Since the ratio between starting
[Pd] and phosphine ligand is ca. 1:9, the well-known and stable [PdL4] complex C4 (L =
PPh3) is a reasonable thermodynamic sink for Pd.[251] We thus take the sum of
hydrocinnamic acid 1, pivalic anhydride, and C4 to be the zero of energy for our discussion
of catalysis. Unless stated otherwise, all ΔGBA values correspond to Gibbs energies (kcal
mol−1) in butanoic acid solvent (as a model for pivalic acid) at 463.15 K.

4.4. Reaction Mechanism
The computed reaction mechanism is shown in Figure 4.2. Initially, the
hydrocinnamic acid 1 reacts with pivalic anhydride to form the mixed anhydride 2 and
pivalic acid (a step that is endergonic by 1.0 kcal mol−1). Subsequently, 2 enters the
catalytic cycle which can be divided into four main steps: (i) oxidative addition, (ii)
decarbonylation, (iii) alkene formation, and (iv) catalyst regeneration. Each step is
independently discussed below.
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Figure 4.2. Computed reaction mechanism for the Pd-catalyzed decarbonylation of
hydrocinnamic acid 1. ΔGBA in kcal mol−1.

Oxidative Addition. The first step of the mechanism entails C–O bond breaking of the
anhydride 2 via oxidative addition at the Pd center (Scheme 4.3).[229–234] The mixed
anhydride 2 has two possible C–O bonds to break, i.e., C–OC(O)tBu and C(O)O–tBu. We
initially focus on the former bond breaking mode which is responsible of the final product
styrene. DFT calculations on oxidative addition of anhydrides have been previously
reported by Goossen et al.[252,253] Initially, two phosphine ligands must be released from
the initial catalyst [PdL4] C4 to form the active species [PdL2] C2 at 8.9 kcal mol−1.
Anhydride 2 can coordinate to C2 through one of the carbonyl groups to form 3, which is
14.8 kcal mol−1 higher in energy than separated educts. Oxidative addition can take place
via TS3-4, which has a free energy of 17.9 kcal mol−1, to afford the acyl-Pd species 4. The
cis-positioned phosphine ligands in 4 (3.7 kcal mol−1) can subsequently rearrange to a much
more stable trans configuration (trans-4, −3.4 kcal mol−1). Based on previous studies on
related C–O oxidative addition processes, we also considered the participation of monophosphine species.[253–255] At the experimental temperature (463.15 K), the liberation of a
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phosphine ligand from 3 appears plausible, giving rise to 5 which has a free energy of 21.5
kcal mol−1. The mono-phosphine TS structure for oxidative addition, TS5-6, has a free
energy of 23.5 kcal mol−1 and produces coordinatively unsaturated intermediate 6, which
evolves via TS6-7 to coordinate the pivalate ligand in a κ2 fashion (7, 1.7 kcal mol−1).
Reincorporation of a phosphine ligand leads to trans-4.

Scheme 4.3. Oxidative addition step (i). ΔGBA in kcal mol−1.

Additionally, we have explored an alternative C–O bond breaking process
involving bis-phosphine species. The pre-complex 3-Piv (17.2 kcal mol–1) shows the
anhydride bound to Pd via the C(O) of the pivalate moiety. The transition state TS3-4-Piv
is found at 22.0 kcal mol–1, that is, 4.1 kcal mol–1 above TS3-4. Since this oxidative
addition pathway is less favored and does not produce the experimentally observed styrene
product, no further steps were investigated.

Decarbonylation. After the oxidative addition, a decarbonylation (CO deinsertion)
process has been proposed to break the C–C(O) bond of the acyl moiety forming CO and
an alkyl-Pd species (Scheme 4.4).[256] This step is assumed to take place from 7 as the
pivalate ligand changing from κ2 to κ1 generates a coordination site for the new CO ligand.
The CO deinsertion TS structure TS7-8 has a free energy of 21.9 kcal mol−1 which leads
to the alkyl complex 8 at 9.2 kcal mol−1.
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Scheme 4.4. Decarbonylation step (ii). ΔGBA in kcal mol−1.

Alkene Formation. The alkyl-Pd species 8 can be transformed into alkene (styrene)
product via different reaction pathways (Scheme 4.5). A direct β-hydride elimination
process (Figure 4.1) is available through TS8-9 which has a free energy of 37.2 kcal mol−1
and delivers a five-coordinate Pd(II) hydride species 9 (33.2 kcal mol−1). As the
carboxylate ligand may act as an internal base,[257] we looked for and found an alternative
intramolecular deprotonation TS structure involving pivalate (TS8-10) at 33.4 kcal mol−1.
In this TS, the non-coordinated oxygen from the pivalate abstracts the proton from the alkyl
ligand, skipping transient hydride intermediates and forming the Pd(0) species 10 (4.8 kcal
mol−1). Further release of the loosely bound pivalic acid gives rise to 11 (−2.4 kcal mol−1).
Finally, the phosphine-free species 12, obtained by removal of the last phosphine ligand in
8, has also been considered.[11] The corresponding deprotonation TS structure TS12-13 is
predicted to have a free energy of 31.2 kcal mol−1, i.e., this pathway is predicted to be more
favorable than either of those associated with TS structures TS8-9 and TS8-10. The
resulting product 13 (11.3 kcal mol−1) can then exchange pivalic acid for phosphine to
arrive at the more stable complex 11.
Deprotonation TS structures TS8-10 and TS12-13 are shown in Figure 4.3.
Interestingly, in each case the Pd center actively participates in the proton transfer, as
judged by Pd···H distances of 2.069 and 1.920 Å in the two TS structures,
respectively.[258,259]
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Scheme 4.5. Alkene formation step (iii). ΔGBA in kcal mol−1.

Figure 4.3. Optimized TS structures TS8-10 and TS12-13. Bond distances in Å. ΔGBA in
kcal mol−1.

Catalyst Regeneration. The final step involves the regeneration of the catalyst by release
of styrene and CO (Scheme 4.6). From 11, the styrene product is liberated forming the
species C1-CO (−1.0 kcal mol−1). Up to two additional phosphine ligands coordinate to Pd
producing C2-CO and C3-CO, respectively. These [Pd(CO)] complexes are close in Gibbs
energy, ca. 5 kcal mol−1 below original reactants.[260] Eventually, CO must decoordinate
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from Pd in order to regenerate the initial catalyst C2. The final energies of products vs
reactants are found to be 9.9 and 2.0 kcal mol−1 for regeneration of C2 and C4, respectively.
While this appears to indicate an endergonic reaction, which would then not be expected
to be catalytic, one must note that the calculations employ a standard state pressure of 1
atm for CO, but experimentally CO is purged from the reaction as it is produced. Thus,
irreversible removal of CO acts as a driving force for the catalysis. So far, CO release is
assumed to form C2 which triggers a new catalytic cycle via oxidative addition of 2.
However, such a process may hypothetically start from C1-CO instead.

Scheme 4.6. Catalyst regeneration step (iv). ΔGBA in kcal mol−1.

Reaction Profile. The prior results are combined in a Gibbs free energy reaction coordinate
in Figure 4.4). Oxidative addition of 2 to C2 via TS3-4 has an activation free energy of
17.9 kcal mol−1. The resulting bis- and mono-phosphine acyl derivatives trans-4 and 7 are
stable intermediates at −3.4 and 1.7 kcal mol−1, respectively. Subsequent decarbonylation
takes place via TS7-8 with an activation free energy of 25.3 kcal mol−1 above trans-4. For
the alkene formation process, the metal-assisted deprotonation process via TS12-13 is
predicted to define the turnover-limiting step,[261,262] with an activation free energy of 34.6
kcal mol−1 above trans-4. Finally, CO release from C2-CO to C2 demands 14.7 kcal mol−1
(under 1 atm standard-state conditions). At 463.15 K, a turnover-limiting activation free
energy of 34.6 kcal mol−1 is consistent with the experimental conditions.
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The present mechanism (i.e., C–H bond breaking process as rate determining step)
suggests a strong kinetic isotope effect[263] of hydrogen. The computed Gibbs energy
barriers from trans-4 to TS12-13 for hydrogen and deuterium are 34.6 and 35.7 kcal mol−1,
respectively. Excluding tunneling and anharmonicity, the computed KIE[264] results in 3.3.

Figure 4.4. Gibbs free energy (463.15 K) reaction coordinate for the Pd-catalyzed
decarbonylation of hydrocinnamic acid 1.

4.5. Rational Design
In the Pd-catalyzed decarbonylation of hydrocinnamic acid 1, bis- (trans-4) and
mono- (7) phosphine acyl complexes and mono-phosphine (TS8-10) and phosphine-free
(TS12-13) metal-assisted deprotonation TS structures have been recognized as the key
species that determine the reaction barrier (Figure 4.4). On that basis, we examine the
potential to facilitate the reaction by tuning the anhydride co-reactant (and thus the ligand
carboxylate group) and/or the phosphine ligands.
Carboxylate Group. Due to the active role of the carboxylate ligand during the metalassisted deprotonation step (Figure 4.3), different groups have been computationally
evaluated for the key species trans-4 and TS12-13, namely, R´ = CH3 (a), CF3 (b), Ph (c),
p-NO2-Ph (d), and p-NMe2-Ph (e).[265] The free energies of corresponding TS12-13R´
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structures relative trans-4R´ structures are reported in (Scheme 4.7). As noted above, for
R´ = tBu, the relevant activation free energy is 34.6 kcal mol−1. When R´ = CH3, this is
slightly decreased to 32.0 kcal mol−1. However, as the boiling point of acetic anhydride is
413.15 K (140 °C), performing the reaction at 463.15 K would require the inconvenience
of a sealed reaction vessel. The 413.15 K free energy of activation is 36.4 kcal mol−1, so
acetic anhydride is not a particularly attractive alternative. For the strongly electronwithdrawing R´ = CF3, the reaction becomes less facile, with a computed free energy of
activation of 39.8 kcal mol−1. When R´ = Ph, the free energy of activation is 34.6 kcal
mol−1, which is not different from the initial R´ = tBu alternative. Interestingly, the presence
of the electron-withdrawing NO2 group in the para position (σp = −0.8353) of the benzoate
increases the free energy of activation to 36.5 kcal mol−1, whereas the presence of an
electron-donating NMe2 (σp = +0.7853) decreases it to 31.8 kcal mol−1, indicating the
sensitivity of this barrier to overall basicity.

Scheme 4.7. Carboxylate groups computationally tested for the metal-assisted
deprotonation step. ΔGBA in kcal mol−1.

Overall, however, for the R´ groups investigated, no clear correlation was found
between the pKa of their corresponding acids and the free energies of activation, although
the Hammett constant σp may be useful for correlating phenyl derivatives. This likely
reflects some balance in basicity when functioning as a proton abstracting agent and
donicity when stabilizing the Pd(II) intermediate. This renders the reaction difficult to
improve through manipulation only of this moiety. Of course, the turnover-limiting step is
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the step involving deprotonation, so the only remaining influence is to consider the
phosphine ligands, which we now turn to.
Phosphine Ligands. This reaction has been previously tested using several phosphine
ligands different from PPh3, but similar results were obtained.[238] The approach followed
herein is focused on the destabilization of the acyl bis-phosphine trans-4 and monophosphine 7 intermediates with respect to the mono-phosphine TS8-10 and phosphine-free
TS12-13 transition states. Using PPh3 as starting point, we have considered the derivatives
tri(ortho-tolyl)phosphine, P(o-Tol)3 oT, and tri(para-tolyl)phosphine, P(p-Tol)3 pT
(Scheme 4.8). All Gibbs free energies in Scheme 4.8 are reported with respect to trans-4L
(L = oT, pT).
As noted above for the ligand PPh3, the mono-phosphine species 7 is found at 5.1
kcal mol−1 above trans-4, and the metal-assisted deprotonation steps have free energies of
activation of 36.8 and 34.6 kcal mol−1 via TS8-10 and TS12-13, respectively (Figure 4.4).
Examining the relevant structures, the P(o-Tol)3 ligand (oT) looks promising due to the
steric hindrance introduced by the ortho methyl groups.[266] Indeed, the mono-phosphine
7oT is now isoenergetic with respect to the bis-phosphine trans-4oT, and the TS structures
TS8-10oT and TS12-13 are found at lower energies, 32.0 and 26.0 kcal mol−1, respectively.
The estimated free energy of activation using oT ligands is 26.0 kcal mol−1 from trans4oT to TS12-13 (Scheme 4.8). Finally, to evaluate the influence of the electronic effect
associated with the use of tolyl groups, the less sterically demanding P(p-Tol)3 ligand (pT)
was also considered. The results with pT were found to be identical with respect to those
involving PPh3 (Scheme 4.8), suggesting that it is steric hindrance that is responsible for
the lower energy barrier found for the oT derivatives.
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Scheme 4.8. Phosphine ligands computationally examined in the metal-assisted
deprotonation step. ΔGBA in kcal mol−1.

The different number of ligands involved in trans-4L, 7, and TS12-13 (two, one,
and none, respectively) permits a more refined tuning of the activation free energy. Overall,
the substitution of Ph by the more bulky o-Tol provides a decrease of the barrier from 34.6
to 26.0 kcal mol−1. However, while the predicted barrier is lower, a relatively high
temperature is still required to exploit entropy to make more favorable the dissociation of
phosphine ligands.

4.6. Conclusions
A reaction mechanism has been elucidated for the Pd-catalyzed decarbonylation of
hydrocinnamic acid (and by extension, alkylcarboxylic acids in general) via mixed
anhydride intermediates. After the initial transformation of the carboxylic acid to the mixed
anhydride, the catalytic cycle continues via oxidative addition, decarbonylation, alkene
formation, and catalyst regeneration. The turnover-determining step involves the bisphosphine acyl intermediate trans-4 and the metal-assisted deprotonation TS structure
TS12-13, with an overall Gibbs free energy of activation of 34.6 kcal mol−1. Preliminary
studies suggest that the use of bulky phosphine ligands such as P(o-Tol)3 may accelerate
the reaction significantly; the analogous free energy of activation is predicted to be 26.0
kcal mol−1.
Quantum chemical calculations have helped to identify the key intermediates and
TS structures involved in the catalytic cycle. The mechanistic insights derived here should
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help to provide a foundation for developing new systems involving less expensive, earthabundant transition metals as well as more suitable substrates (e.g., those that avoid the
need for sacrificial co-reactants). Along these lines, evaluation of analogous reaction
mechanisms for Ni derivatives are presented in the following section.

4.7. Ni-Catalyzed Dehydrodecarbonylation of Hydrocinnamic Acid to Styrene
Building upon previous work using a precious metal such as palladium, we report
the Ni-catalyzed decarbonylation of hydrocinnamic acid in combination with pivalic
anhydride. Although precious metals are effective catalysts, they are also expensive and
rare. The use of inexpensive and readily available first-row transition metals is desirable,
but there have been few reports of their use for the decarbonylation of carboxylic acids. In
the patent literature, nickel, cobalt and iron precursors were reported to be effective
decarbonylation catalysts for carboxylic acids in the presence of KI or by using an iodide
precursor, although conversions are lower than those observed with palladium or rhodium
precursors.[267][268] Inspired by literature precedent that suggested that the first row metals
could catalyze decarbonylation reactions,[241,267–270] we were interested in screening a broad
range of first-row transition metal-ligand combinations for the decarbonylation of bioderived carboxylic acids. While styrene formation was observed in many cases using a
wide range of catalyst precursors, the best results were obtained using NiI2 or Ni0
precursors with a variety of phosphine ligands in a 2:1 P/Ni ratio. Ethylbenzene was
identified as a co-product, with a [styrene]/[ethylbenzene] ratio typically ranging from 1:1
to 4:1. Product formation was inhibited when the reaction was performed under CO or CO2
pressure. In general, Ni(PPh3)4 was more efficacious than NiI2 with the ligands tested,
although this may be due to catalysis by Ni(PPh3)n intermediates.

4.7.1. Results and Discussion
Mechanistic Analysis of Hydrocinnamic Acid Reaction. (a) Experiments. With the
intent of gaining further understanding of the Ni-catalyzed decarbonylation reaction and
identifying the rate-limiting step, we performed a series of experiments designed to test
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various aspects of the generally accepted mechanism for the process (Scheme 4.9).
According to this mechanism, the carboxylic acid substrate reacts with the anhydride
additive to yield new anhydrides (A and/or A’), which oxidatively add to the metal center
to yield an acyl-carboxylate complex (B). Deinsertion to yield an alkyl complex (C) is then
followed by β-hydride elimination, affording the product olefin and a metal-hydride (D).
Subsequent loss of carboxylic acid and CO regenerates the catalyst.

Scheme 4.9. Proposed mechanism for Ni-catalyzed decarbonylation.

(b) Theory. To shed light into the details of the hydrocinnamic acid decarbonylation
mechanism we turned to quantum chemical calculations at the density functional level of
theory where we applied the same theoretical protocol as described in section 4.2. Since
experiments suggest that Ni(PPh3)4 is one of the most efficient pre-catalysts, we explored
the reaction as depicted in Scheme 4.9. All reported energies correspond to Gibbs free
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energies (kcal mol–1) in butanoic acid (BA; chosen to mimic a solvent environment rich in
pivalic acid) at 190 °C (463.15 K). The fully separated species Ni(PPh3)4, hydrocinnamic
acid, and pivalic anhydride are used to define the zero of energy.
A complete reaction coordinate is shown in Figure 4.4 (L = PPh3). Initially, one
phosphine ligand dissociates from the [NiL4] complex to generate a more stable
trisphosphine species [NiL3] at a free energy cost of –7.7 kcal mol–1. Subsequently, the
mixed anhydride A coordinates to [NiL3] forming 1 (2.2 kcal mol–1). Dissociation of one
phosphine ligand from [NiL3] generates the active catalyst 2 (–0.3 kcal mol–1) that
undergoes oxidative addition. In the oxidative addition step (Scheme 4.10), C–O bond
activation takes place via TS2-3 at 9.3 kcal mol–1. The resulting acyl–Ni intermediate (B
in Scheme 4.9) can rearrange one phosphine ligand from its orientation cis to the other in
cis-3 (–5.9 kcal mol–1) to the more stable trans configuration trans-3 (–14.7 kcal mol–1).
Ligand loss from either cis- or trans-3 leads to 4 (–7.3 kcal mol–1), from which the
dehydrodecarbonylation step (Scheme 4.10) proceeds via TS4-5 at 0.2 kcal mol–1 to
generate alkylmetal intermediate 5 at –5.4 kcal mol–1 (C in Scheme 4.9).
Intermediate 5 can follow three alternative pathways leading to the formation of
styrene (Scheme 4.11): β-hydride elimination followed by reductive elimination (Figure
4.5, blue line) and metal-assisted deprotonation via either the monophosphine (Figure 4.5,
orange line) or phosphine-free (Figure 4.5, grey line) intermediates. Alternative pathways
involving bisphosphine intermediates are less favored.
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Scheme 4.10. Oxidative addition and dehydrodecarbonylation steps. ΔGBA in kcal mol–1.

Considering first β-hydride elimination, TS structure TS5-6 is found at 14.5 kcal
mol–1, which represents a free energy of activation of 29.2 kcal mol–1 relative to the
preceding free energy sink trans-3. Owing to the basic nature of the pivalate group,
intramolecular deprotonation of the C–H bond of the alkyl group by the pivalate ligand is
also possible. A corresponding TS structure TS5-7 was found at 11.1 kcal mol–1, which
reduces the free energy of activation to 25.8 kcal mol–1. In this TS structure the metal center
assists the proton transfer via a β-agostic interaction (Ni···H = 1.840 Å in TS5-7). The
deprotonation pathway was also studied in the absence of the phosphine ligand. A
phosphine-free metal-assisted deprotonation TS structure TS8-9 is found at 10.5 kcal mol–
1

and its free energy of activation relative to trans-3 is thus 25.2 kcal mol–1. Thus, both

monophosphine and phosphine-free deprotonation routes dominate reactivity.
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After formation of the Ni–hydride intermediate 6 (D in Scheme 4.9) via β-hydride
elimination, a subsequent reductive elimination step can occur via TS6-10 having a free
energy of activation of 36.4 kcal mol–1 relative to free energy sink trans-3. However, this
route to eliminate pivalic acid and intermediate 10 has a substantially higher barrier than
do the deprotonation pathways, which by virtue of generating coordinated pivalic acid
intermediates 7 or 9 directly, need only dissociate the carboxylic acid to generate 10.

Scheme 4.11. Alkene formation step. ΔGBA in kcal mol–1.

The final catalyst regeneration step requires recoordination of phosphine ligands
and the dissociation of styrene and CO. Styrene release from 10 and recoordination of
phosphine ligands generates complex [NiL3(CO)] (E in Scheme 4.9) at –24.0 kcal mol–1
relative to initial reactants (i.e., the reaction to E is quite exergonic). The stability of E is
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consistent with its experimental observation in reaction mixtures (vide supra). To reenter
the catalytic cycle, regeneration of [NiL4], requires 26.2 kcal mol–1 (the free energy
difference associated with replacing CO by PPh3), and the complete reaction cycle is then
predicted to be endergonic by 2.2 kcal mol–1. However, that is a standard-state free energy
associated with taking CO to have a standard-state pressure of 1 atm. Assuming that CO is
swept from the system upon dissociation from Ni to a pressure of 10–5 atm, for instance,
the free energy for a single turnover would then be –8.4 kcal mol–1, i.e., the catalytic cycle
should proceed when CO is removed from the reaction medium.

Figure 4.5. Gibbs free energy along reaction coordinate (kcal mol–1) for Ni-catalyzed
dehydrodecarbonylation of hydrocinnamic acid.

For
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full
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for

the
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dehydrodecarbonylation of hydrocinnamic acid, the lowest standard-state free energy
species in the cycle is carbonyl compound E ([NiL3(CO)]) and the turnover-limiting free
energy of activation may derive from the sum of the CO dissociation free energy (which is
CO pressure dependent) and the energy required to form intermediate 2 from regenerated
catalyst. If CO pressure is kept sufficiently low, however, this sum may become
sufficiently small to make the turnover-limiting free energy of activation corresponding to
that for alkene formation from trans-3, either via TS5-7 (25.8 kcal mol–1) or TS8-9 (25.2
kcal mol–1). This is fully consistent with the experimental observation that CO poisons the
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Ni catalyst through formation of the very stable [Ni–CO] species E. In this line, a second
catalytic cycle starting from E require larger activation barriers. Our previous studies for
Pd-catalyzed dehydrodecarbonylation of hydrocinnamic acid display a similar reactivity
trend, albeit with larger activation barriers. Regarding the catalyst regeneration, the
bisphosphine Pd–acyl intermediate and [PdL3(CO)] were close in energy, whereas the
species [NiL3(CO)] E is greatly favored and acts as a free energy sink.

4.7.2. Summary and Conclusions
Using a combination of high throughput and conventional experiments, we
determined that a combination of nickel precursors and arylphosphine ligands catalyze the
dehydrodecarbonylation of hydrocinnamic acid to form styrene. Optimal ligand-to-metal
ratios were determined to be 2:1, with a decrease in ligand-to-metal ratio resulting in a
decreased yield of styrene. The reaction is inhibited by CO. A variety of phosphines were
studied, and simple bidentate phosphines like DPPB and DPEphos were found to increase
the styrene yield, although they were only modestly better than PPh3. A discrepancy
between the observed styrene and pivalic acid yields has been attributed mostly to the
generation of styrene dimers under the reaction condition. Mechanistic studies suggest that
regeneration of the active [Ni-PPh3] catalytic species via CO dissociation is the ratelimiting step in the sequence. Computational investigation of the catalytic mechanism
supports these experimental results, and identifies catalyst regeneration along with alkene
formation as the most energy demanding steps.
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Chapter 5
Selective Decarbonylation of Fatty Acid
Esters to Linear α-Olefins
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5.1. Introduction
It has been shown that dehydrative decarbonylation of aliphatic carboxylic acids to
corresponding olefins is useful for accessing polymerizable olefins like styrene, acrylates,
and acrylonitrile[225], starting from hydrocinnamic acid, alkyl succinates, and 3cyanopropanoic acid (derived from glutamic acid via oxidative decarboxylation),
respectively. Fatty acids, which are abundantly available from vegetable oils and animal
fats, represent a particularly valuable substrate class for this reaction as their
decarbonylation could selectively give access to linear α-olefins (LAOs, Scheme 5.1).
LAOs find utility in a plethora of industrial applications as exemplified by their direct use
as co-monomers (C4-C8) for the production of linear low-density polyethylene (LLDPE),
and as key precursors in the synthesis of surfactants, detergents, lubricants, and plasticizers.
Current commercial production of LAOs relies on either ethylene oligomerization or
Fischer-Tropsch processes starting from syngas. Fatty acids, on the other hand, being
naturally available and renewable, offer a sustainable resource for the generation of this
important class of chemicals. In addition, because natural fatty acids feature an even
number of carbon atoms, their decarbonylation would yield LAOs bearing an odd-number
carbon skeleton, expensive[239] variants that are complementary to those obtained via
traditional routes.
Most of the recent strategies focused on decarbonylation of carboxylic acids,
including fatty acids, require stoichiometric or greater quantities of a sacrificial anhydride
to activate them.[225,226] As an alternative strategy, we recently reported a palladiumcatalyzed decarbonylation of p-nitrophenol esters[11] that built upon a previous report of a
Heck reaction of such esters.[271] The decarbonylation was promoted by the presence of
alkali/alkaline-earth metal halides, and exhibited a broad substrate scope, including fatty
acid esters. Low α-selectivity was observed in these reactions, however. In view of the
potential for such reactions to provide an alternate, sustainable route to commodity olefins
like LAOs, we have focused on enhancing the α-selectivity.
We report here the development of a highly selective, palladium-catalyzed
decarbonylation of p-nitrophenol esters of fatty acids to their corresponding LAOs. A dual
ligand system involving XantPhos (4,5-Bis(diphenylphosphino)-9,9-dimethylxanthene)
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and IPr (1,3-bis(2,6-diisopropylphenyl)imidazol-2-ylidene) was found to be optimal for
achieving high α-selectivity (up to ~98 %) together with high conversion (~90 %) over
short reaction times (2 h). Combined experimental and theoretical studies have unraveled
the synergistic roles of the two added ligands, suggesting that XantPhos dictates the αselectivity while IPr promotes high conversions at short reaction times.

5.2. Results and Discussion
Previously, we reported the decarbonylation of p-nitrophenyl nonanoate (1), an
illustrative fatty acid ester, using PdCl2 (5 mol%) and LiCl (100 mol%) in DMPU (N,N’dimethylpropyleneurea) at 160 °C in a sealed tube, and observed 35% conversion to a
mixture of octenes (14 % 1-octene).[11] Working under the assumption that internal octene
isomers were generated by re-coordination of 1-octene to the palladium center and
subsequent isomerization, we hypothesized that distilling 1-octene from the reaction
mixture as it was formed would improve the α-selectivity of the reaction. However,
performing the same reaction under continuous distillation conditions did not result in
significantly improved 1-octene selectivity (14%), suggesting that the olefin is not readily
released from the palladium center in the first place.
Surmising that added ligands would facilitate release of 1-octene from the metal
site, we performed a preliminary survey (Table 5.1) and found that phosphine ligands were
effective, with up to 70 % 1-octene (selectivity) observed with DPEPhos (5 mol %; entries
6-8). Unfortunately, the overall conversion at constant(ish) reaction time was found to be
significantly lower (~20 % conversion of ester) in the presence of added phosphine ligands.
Conversions could be enhanced by increasing the reaction temperature to 190 °C, but at
the expense of 1-octene selectivity (entries 10 and 11). However, switching from DPEPhos
to its more rigid analog XantPhos, shown previously to induce good α-selectivities,[239]
resulted in a high proportion of 1-octene (82 %) while preserving the high conversion of
the ester (>95 %). Encouraged by this finding, we sought to further improve the αselectivity, and turned to a test system with a more reactive substrate, p-nitrophenyl-4phenylbutanoate (2), that would be particularly sensitive to isomerization as the resulting
internal alkene is benzylic in nature.
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Table 5.1. Ligand effects on decarbonylation of p-nitrophenylnonanoate.a

entry

conversionb α-selectivityc

ligand

T

(mol %)

(°C)

(%)

(1-octene %)

1d

-

160

95

14

2e

-

160

95

14

3

dba (10 %)

160

20

15

4

N-Cbz-L-alanine (10 %)

160

20

15

5

IPr (10 %)

160

20

20

6

PPh3 (10 %)

160

20

33

7

PPh3 (20 %)

160

20

61

8

DPEPhos (5 %)

160

20

70

9

PPh3 (20 %)

190

95

46

10

DPEPhos (5 %)

190

95

35

11

DPEPhos (10 %)

190

95

45

12

XantPhos (5 %)

190

95

82

a

Reaction conditions: A mixture of the ester (1 equiv), PdCl 2 (5 mol %), ligand (5-20 mol %) and LiCl (1
equiv.) in DMPU (ca. 0.5 mL) was heated at 160 or 190 °C ~16 h. b Determined by GC-MS, conversion of
ester. c Determined by GC-MS; 1-octene vs. sum of internal octenes. d Reaction carried out in a closed reactor
over 16 h. e Reaction carried out in continuous distillation mode for 16 h.

In the absence of any added ligands or in the presence of XantPhos, decarbonylation
of 2 using PdCl2 at 190 °C almost exclusively gave α-methylstyrene (2a’, ~90 %, Table
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5.2) and very small amounts of allylbenzene (2a, ~5 %), suggesting that olefin
isomerization is highly favorable in this case. Finding that increasing the XantPhos : PdCl2
ratio resulted in improved selectivity for allylbenzene {54 % (2:1), 63 % (4:1)}, but
wishing to avoid use of large excesses of the expensive XantPhos, we tested mixtures of
XantPhos and PPh3 and found that with XantPhos (10 %)/PPh3 (10 %) the selectivity rose
significantly in favor of allylbenzene (92 %, Table 5.2). The LiCl additive was also found
to be crucial in curbing isomerization as a reaction carried out in its absence resulted in
complete loss of α-selectivity (~5 % allylbenzene).

Table 5.2. Ligand effects on decarbonylation of p-nitrophenyl-4-phenylbutanoate.a

entry PdCl2/XantPhos/PPh3

α-selectivityb

(mol %)

(allylbenzene %)

1

5/0/0

5

2

10/10/0

5

3

10/20/0

54

4

5/20/0

63

5

5/5/10

28

6

5/10/10

92

7c

5/10/10

5

a

Reaction conditions: A mixture of the ester (1 equiv), PdCl2 (5 mol %), ligand(s) (5-20 mol %) and LiCl (1
equiv.) in DMPU (ca. 0.5 mL) was heated at 190 °C overnight (16 h). b Determined by GC-MS; allylbenzene
vs sum of internal olefins. c Reaction carried out in the absence of LiCl.
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Employing the dual ligand PdCl2/XantPhos/PPh3 system in the decarbonylation of
1 resulted in almost exclusive selectivity for 1-octene (~98 %). However, upon extending
the dual ligand system to heavier fatty acid esters such as stearic (C18), and those featuring
an unsaturated carbon chain like undecylenic acid (C11) or oleic acid (9-Z-C18) lower αselectivities were observed (30 and 11 %, respectively). The general utility of Nheterocyclic carbenes (NHCs) in organometallic catalysis[272–274] prompted us to explore
their efficacy as a co-ligand (substitute for PPh3). Significantly, when 1,3-bis(2,6diisopropylphenyl)imidazol-2-ylidene (IPr) was used in conjunction with XantPhos, a
relatively low loading of LiCl (20%), and by stopping the reactions at ~85-90% conversion
(~2.5 h), very high α-selectivities for a wide range of fatty acid substrates were observed
(Table 5.3). We did note that oleic acid, which contains an internal double bond, showed
some isomerization (86 % selectivity). We were also gratified to see very high α-selectivity
using this system for the decarbonylation of 2 (>98% allylbenzene).
In order to understand the respective roles of the two ligands needed to achieve the
high α-selectivities for the wide range of substrates, we systematically varied their relative
amounts in the decarbonylation of palmitic ester (6, Table 5.4). Using IPr (5 mol %), in the
absence of XantPhos resulted in high conversion but almost negligible α-selectivity.
Conversely, reactions carried out in the absence of IPr exhibited α-selectivity that scaled
with XantPhos loading, reaching excellent selectivity (~98 %) at a XantPhos : PdCl2
loading of 2:1. However, the overall ester conversion was observed to be low under these
conditions (46 %). The inclusion of IPr (2.5 or 5 mol %) into the PdCl2 (2.5 mol
%)/XantPhos (5 mol %) system resulted in superior conversion of the ester (~90 %) within
a 2 h reaction time. Based on these observations, we hypothesized that the XantPhos ligand
controls the α-selectivity in these decarbonylation reactions by promoting olefin
dissociation after the β-hydride elimination step, and thus lessening any chain-walking
processes involving re-coordination of the α-olefin product. On the other hand, we
surmised that the IPr ligand helps maintain high conversions by facilitating generation of
a low-coordinate Pd species that performs the initial oxidative addition step, or otherwise
stabilizing other Pd intermediates. To test these notions, we evaluated relevant reaction
pathways using theory.
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Table 5.3. Decarbonylation of fatty acid esters.a

entry

ester

product

α-selectivityb
(%)

1

nonanoic (C9)

1-octene

98

2

4-phenylbutyric

allylbenzene

98

3

undecylenic (C11)

1,9-decadiene

98

4

lauric (C12)

1-undecene

98

5

myristic (C14)

1-tridecene

98

6

palmitic (C16)

1-pentadecene

98

7

stearic (C18)

1-heptadecene

98

8

Oleic (C18-9Z)

1,9(Z)-heptadecadiene

86

a

Reaction conditions: A mixture of the ester (1 equiv), PdCl2 (2.5 mol %), XantPhos (5 mol %), IPr (5 mol
%) and LiCl (20 mol %) in DMPU (ca. 0.5 mL) was heated at 190 °C for 2.5 hours. b Determined by 1H NMR
and confirmed by GC-MS. Conversion of the ester is 85-90 % at this point.

.
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Table 5.4. Role of XantPhos and IPr in the dual ligand system.a

entry PdCl2/XantPhos/IPr conversion selectivity
(mol %)

(%)

(% alpha)

1

2.5/0/5

95

5

2

2.5/2.5/0

68

79

3

2.5/5/0

46

98

4

2.5/5/2.5

84

95

5

2.5/5/5

90

98

6

1.25/2.5/2.5

71

98

a

Reaction conditions: Ester (0.085 g), LiCl (0.010 g) and the catalyst mix in DMPU (ca. 0.5 mL) was heated
at 190 °C for 2 h. Conversion of the ester and selectivity for α-olefin were determined by 1H NMR analysis.

5.3. Density Functional Modeling
To gain mechanistic insight at the atomic level of detail, we performed density
functional theory (DFT) calculations at the M06-L level (see Computational Details). We
focused on the Pd-catalyzed decarbonylation of 2 in order (i) to fully characterize reaction
coordinates for the formation of terminal 2a and internal 2a’ alkene products and (ii) to
explain the roles of the ligands in promoting α-selectivity.
We assume formation of Pd(0) from reduction of PdCl2 and first examine reaction
mechanisms for homoligated catalysts [Pd(IPr)2] and [Pd(XantPhos)2]. Unless otherwise
noted, all ΔG values are 463.15 K free energies (kcal mol–1) in N,N-dimethylacetamide (ε
= 37.781), which we take as an analog of DMPU (ε = 36.12 ).
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Computational Details. All calculations were performed at the density functional theory
(DFT) [103]level using the M06-L density functional[217] as implemented in Gaussian 09.[104]
All geometries were optimized in the gas phase with an ultrafine grid for integral
evaluations. Automatically generated density fitting was employed to speed the evaluation
of Coulomb integrals. The 6-31G(d,p) basis set[207]was used for H, C, N, O, and P with an
additional diffuse function for O,[245] and the SDD[208] effective core potential and its
associate double-ζ basis set was employed for Pd.
All minima and transition states were confirmed by analytical vibrational frequency
calculations at 463.15 K. It was confirmed that transition-state structures connect with
reactants and products by following those normal modes associated with imaginary
frequencies. All frequencies below 50 cm−1 were replaced by 50 cm−1 when accounting for
thermal contributions to vibrational partition functions.[212]
Solvation effects were computed using the SMD continuum solvation model.[214]
We used N,N-dimethylacetamide (DMA, ε = 37.781) to mimic the highly polar solvent of
the experiments (DMPU, ε = 36.12), for which more specific parameters are not available.
Single point calculations were performed on gas-phase geometries using the SDD basis set
with an additional f function[245] for Pd, and the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set[207] for all other
atoms. Gibbs energies for all species (except for CO gas) were corrected by a factor of
RTln(38.0), corresponding to 3.3 kcal mol−1, for standard-state corrections from 1 atm gas
(at 463.15 K) to 1 M solution.

Reaction mechanisms. Scheme 5.1 illustrates a plausible mechanism for the Pd-catalyzed
decarbonylation of ester 2 to form either allylbenzene 2a (Cycle I) or β-methylstyrene 2a’
(Cycle II), where L = IPr and XantPhos.[237–241,275,276] Starting from PdL2 A, 2 is added
oxidatively to the Pd center forming the Pd–acyl species B. Subsequent acyl
decarbonylation gives rise to the Pd–alkyl C which undergoes β-hydride elimination to
yield key intermediate D, a Pd–hydride with bound alkene. Ligand decoordination from D
produces the terminal alkene 2a and, following loss of CO and deprotonation (by liberated
p-nitrophenylphenoxide), Pd0 catalyst is regenerated. Alternatively, the alkene ligand in D
can rotate about the Pd···C=C axis, a necessary first step for entering the isomerization
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reaction channel. The resulting intermediate E can then undergo insertion to generate
alkylpalladium intermediate F and subsequent benzylic β-hydride elimination to produce
coordinated internal alkene intermediate G. As for G, this intermediate can then liberate
alkene, in this case 2a’, with regeneration of the active catalyst following loss of CO and
deprotonation.

Scheme 5.1. Reaction mechanisms leading to terminal (2a; Cycle I) and internal (2a’;
Cycle II) olefin products. Note that A and B are neutral while C–G are cationic.

Nomenclature. As there are many stationary points to be considered along several
different reaction coordinates, we define a nomenclature system to make comparison as
straightforward as possible. Intermediates are named with a prefix and a number. The
prefix reflects the ligand set: C = IPr (carbene), P = XantPhos (phosphine), and later M =
mixed (IPr and XantPhos, together). When referring to any ligand, generically, we use the
prefix L to avoid confusion between computed structures and experimental compounds
discussed above. The numbers in a name L-n reflect chronological occurrence along
overall reaction coordinates as illustrated in following figures. When n is preceded by
“TS”, this indicates the transition-state structure leading from structure n to subsequent
intermediate n+1.
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Reaction coordinates. We first computed the reaction coordinates for the formation of 2a
(Cycle I in Scheme 5.1) with the ligands IPr and XantPhos. The results are summarized in
Figure 5.1. The bisligated complexes PdL2 L-1 and the substrate 2 are taken as the zeroes
of energies for their respective coordinates. In each case, the first step is the loss of one
ligand L and coordination of 2 to form the adduct L-2. The substrate 2 then adds oxidatively
to Pd via L-TS2 to generate acyl intermediate L-3.[277] Decarbonylation of the acyl group
follows slightly different pathways according to the denticity of the remaining ligand. IPr
complex C-3 undergoes carbonyl deinsertion (through C-TS3) followed by release of
aryloxide to form cationic C-4. By contrast, the κ2-XantPhos complex P-3 first loses
aryloxide to create a suitable vacant metal site and then undergoes decarbonylation
(through cationic P-TS3) to form cationic P-4. Subsequent β-hydride elimination[278] via
L-TS4 yields the alkene–hydride intermediate L-5. For the XantPhos species, several
isomers for P-TS4 were considered and the most stable is included in Figure 5.2. Finally,
the alkene ligand in L-5 can either decoordinate to form L-6 and terminal olefin 2a (as a
product), or it can react further to isomerize to internal olefin 2a’; partitioning between
these two paths will be addressed next. Subsequent deprotonation and replacement of CO
by ligand (involving L-7 species not discussed here), regenerates the initial catalyst L-1.
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Figure 5.1. 463.15 K Gibbs free energy reaction coordinate (kcal mol–1) leading to the
formation of 2a (cf. Scheme 5.1, Cycle I).

The overall reaction is computed to be slightly endergonic for a standard-state
pressure of 1 atm CO, but irreversible removal of CO from the reaction medium would be
expected to drive the equilibrium towards products. The most stable minimum along the
reaction coordinate in both cases is the initial bis-ligated (pre-)catalyst L-1. For the IPrbased catalyst, the rate-determining TS is oxidative addition (C-TS2) with a free energy of
activation of 32.3 kcal mol–1; for the XantPhos derivative, by contrast, the rate-determining
TS is β-hydride elimination (P-TS4) with a very high free energy of activation of 42.9 kcal
mol–1 (note that these are standard-state free energies, i.e., the free energies associated with
all species being at 1 M concentration – the effective free energies for all species along the
coordinate relative to L-1 are lowered under experimental conditions by the excess of
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substrate compared to catalyst). The lower-barrier pathway for the IPr case compared to
the XantPhos case is consistent with the higher yields observed experimentally for the
former compared to the latter over identical reaction times.
Considering next the reaction coordinate for the isomerization of 2a to 2a’ (Cycle
II in Scheme 5.1), results are summarized in Figure 5.2. Starting from the alkene–hydride
species L-5, an alkene rotation about the Pd···C=C axis[279] changes the orientation of the
alkene relative to the hydride so as to permit ultimate reinsertion and formation of the
secondary alkyl compound L-10. For IPr, the necessary olefin rotation takes place in two
steps via C-TS5 and C-TS8 to generate reactive intermediate C-9. For XantPhos, olefin
rotation proceeds through only a single step via P-TS5 and the resulting P-8 undergoes
reinsertion directly. From precursors C-9 and P-8, hydride reinsertion occurs through LTS9 (we use this label for consistency of nomenclature, even though no intermediate P-9
exists) to produce the secondary alkyl complex L-10.
Following low-barrier rotations about the Pd–C bond to produce conformers L-11,
β-hydride eliminations via L-TS11 produce intermediates L-12 with a bound internal
alkene ligand.[280–282] Subsequent alkene decoordinations, metal deprotonations, and
substitutions of CO by L again regenerate the initial (pre-)catalysts L-1. For IPr, the
activation free energy to irreversibly generate C-10, following formation of C-5, is only
5.4 kcal mol–1 (from C-5 to C-TS5), which is consistent with the prevalence of
isomerization observed experimentally. For XantPhos, by contrast, while alkene rotation
is also facile, the reinsertion step required to generate P-10 has an activation free energy of
8.4 kcal mol–1 (from P-8 to P-TS9). The larger activation free energy for XantPhos as
ligand compared to IPr implies an increased lifetime of the original alkene hydride
intermediate for the former, which increases the likelihood of alkene decoordination prior
to isomerization and thus higher expected α-selectivity.
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Figure 5.2. Gibbs energy (463.15 K) reaction coordinate for the formation of 2a’ (cf.
Scheme 5.1, Cycle II).

Feasibility of mixed ligand species. To assess the experiments with the dual ligand system
(Table 5.4), we evaluate the possible formation of complexes bearing both IPr and
XantPhos ligands, i.e., “mixed” species (prefix M). Figure 5.3 shows selected relevant
species for the C, P, and M systems. For the sake of comparison, all energies in this figure
are shown with respect to the same zero of energy, P-1 with stoichiometric balance of all
other ligands.
We first note that the formation of the Pd(0) species M-1 is not favored, lying at
11.9 kcal mol–1 above P-1. However, the cationic Pd(II)-acyl derivative M-3 (14.1 kcal
mol–1) is comparable to C-3 (14.9 kcal mol–1) and even more stable than P-3 (18.9 kcal
mol–1). After decarbonylation, the substantial steric crowding in the M system should
eliminate CO as a ligand. For the β-hydride elimination step, M-TS4 (47.1 kcal mol–1) is
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found slightly above P-TS4 (42.9 kcal mol–1). Nevertheless, there are two relevant factors
to discuss. First, the relative energy from M-1 to M-TS4, 35.2 kcal mol–1, is actually lower
than that from P-1 to P-TS4, 42.9 kcal mol–1. This result suggests that some fraction of the
high energy of M-TS4 likely comes from the penalty of removing the bidentate XantPhos
ligand (M-1 compared to P-1) rather than any other stereoelectronic effects that disfavor
the β-H elimination process per se. Second, the energies of M-TS4 and M-5 are computed
assuming a standard-state pressure of 1 atm CO. As previously discussed, the irreversible
release of CO should stabilize these species. Overall, we consider the formation of mixed
intermediates to be plausible under experimental conditions.

Figure 5.3. Structures and Gibbs energy (463.15 K) in kcal mol–1 for IPr-, XantPhos-,
and mixed-ligand derivatives with respect to the most stable species P-1.
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Origin of enhanced α-selectivity with mixed ligand set. We now examine in more detail
the competition between alkene isomerization and alkene decoordination for C-5 and P-5.
In addition, we consider mixed M complexes which coordinate both IPr and XantPhos
ligands.
First, we recapitulate the activation free energies for the formation of the secondary
alkylpalladium species L-10 (and ultimately internal olefin) from relevant preceding
intermediates; the stationary points required for this analysis are provided in Figure 5.3. As
noted above, for IPr, the most demanding step is alkene rotation from C-5 through C-TS5
(ΔG‡ = 5.4 kcal mol–1), while for XantPhos it is hydride reinsertion from P-8 through PTS9 (ΔG‡ = 8.4 kcal mol–1). For the mixed system, no alkene rotation transition state MTS5 could be found — the coordination sphere about Pd is evidently too crowded to permit
such an isomerization.
The salient question is how these activation energies to generate L-10 compare to
activation energies to decoordinate α-olefin from L-5. To estimate the alkene
decoordination energy, we computed potential energies as a function of the distance
between Pd and the substituted carbon of the α-olefin, permitting all other degrees of
freedom to relax (Figure 5.4). Included in Figure 5.4, for comparison, are the activation
energies associated with TS structures C-TS5 and P-TS9, i.e., the TS structures for the
respective rate determining steps for alkene isomerization with the different ligand sets.
Note that the activation energies in Figure 5.4 differ somewhat from the activation free
energies in Figure 5.2 because they do not include thermal contributions to free energy;
however, this approach facilitates comparison to the olefin dissociation reaction coordinate
since (i) constrained structures along the latter are not stationary points and (ii) no TS
structure for olefin dissociation exists on the potential energy surface (because it is entropy
gain, not potential energy, that makes the reaction exergonic with a barrier).
The energy for alkene decoordination from the IPr complex (red line, Figure 5.4)
increases rapidly, reflecting a strong binding of the alkene to the metal. In contrast,
decoordination with the XantPhos (blue line) and mixed ligand sets (green line) is more
facile. To address reaction path partitioning, we focus on Pd···alkene adducts having Pd–
C distances of ~3.7 Å (generically labeled L-AD, for “alkene decoordination”, in Figure
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5.4). Dissociation of C-AD to this extent is 17.5 kcal mol–1 uphill on the potential energy
surface, which is much more energy than is required to instead follow the alternative
pathway through C-TS5 that leads to olefin isomerization (2.7 kcal mol–1). The
computational data are thus consistent with the low selectivity for α-olefins that is observed
when IPr is the only available ligand. By contrast, structure P-AD at 8.1 kcal mol–1 is only
slightly above P-TS9 at 6.0 kcal mol–1, suggesting that substantially more olefin
dissociation relative to isomerization might be expected to occur, again consistent with
experiment.
Finally, the energy of M-AD follows the same trend as P-AD until ~3.3 Å; after
that point, the energy drops by ca. 4 kcal mol–1. This reflects nascent re-coordination of the
previously non-coordinated phosphine group of the κ1-XantPhos ligand that is made
possible by the departure of the olefin: the M-AD Pd···P bond distance changes from 4.110
Å to 3.596 Å as the olefin dissociation coordinate goes from 3.316 Å to 3.416 Å. This
effect should further yield high selectivity toward terminal olefins, as experimentally
observed.
We emphasize again that on a free energy surface, entropy will cause the olefin
dissociation coordinate ultimately to proceed downhill, but in the absence of a stationary
point on the potential energy surface, it is not straightforward to define a quantitative free
energy of activation for this process.
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Figure 5.4. Energy surface scans leading to α-olefin dissociation along the Pd···C=C
distance for C (red), P (blue), and M (green) systems compared to energies of activation
associated with rate-determining steps leading to olefin isomerization (vertically at left).

A closer inspection of the L-AD species at Pd···C distances of ~3.4 Å (Figure 5.5)
provides insight into the predicted energetic trends. For the IPr ligand, alkene removal
following C-AD ultimately generates the low-coordinate T-shaped complex C-6.[283]
Owing to this undercoordination, even at long Pd···Cβ distances (3.365 Å), the relaxed
Pd···Cα distance remains substantially shorter (2.593 Å). The bidentate nature of XantPhos,
by contrast, leaves the more stable tetracoordinate complex P-6 following alkene
decoordination from P-AD. As for the mixed system M-AD, while alkene decoordination
should nominally lead to a three-coordinate product, the bidentate nature of the XantPhos
ligand stabilizes the transient low-coordinate species through reversion to a bidentate
binding mode in M-6. Indeed, this ratchet-and-pawl-like behavior of the XantPhos ligand
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likely contributes to still higher selectivity, as recoordination of free alkene and subsequent
isomerization is made energetically more difficult upon the readoption of a bidentate
binding mode by XantPhos.

Figure 5.5. C-AD (a), P-AD (b), and M-AD (c) structures (Pd···Cβ distance ~ 3.4 Å) and
relative Gibbs free energies (463.15 K, kcal mol–1) for alkene decoordination.

Considering other experimental trends as a function of ligand set, it is difficult for
theory to address differences in conversion with different catalysts as the characterization
of all possible paths that can lead to inactivation of a particular catalytic system is generally
impractical. Theory also offers no specific insight into the role of LiCl as an additive,
although the computed mechanisms do permit some speculation. For the XantPhos/PPh3
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system, LiCl critically enhances selectivity (Table 5.2, entry 7), while for the mixed
XantPhos/IPr ligand set, its role is less decisive. Thus, it may be that LiCl plays a role in
stablizing κ1-XantPhos coordination in the less sterically crowded mixed complex
incorporating PPh3; additional investigations are under way to assess such a possibility.

5.4. Conclusions
A screening of various reaction conditions has led to the discovery of the catalytic
decarbonylation of a variety of p-nitrophenyl esters with high conversions and αselectivities. Synergistic use of both XantPhos and IPr ligands was found to be critical for
obtaining a higher selectivity for LAOs. Experimental data support complementary roles
for the two ligands when both are simultaneously present, such that XantPhos enhances αselectivity while IPr enhances conversion at fixed reaction time. Density functional
calculations support these roles, and provide insight into the reaction mechanism at the
atomic level of detail. Through a comparison of competing alkene dissociation paths,
which deliver terminal alkene, and alkene rotation paths, which are the first step required
to generate an internal alkene, the calculations suggest that in a mixed ligand system the
bulkiness of IPr combined with the flexibly mono- or bidentate nature of XantPhos promote
a rapid and irreversible decoordination of the terminal alkene immediately after its
generation, thereby precluding the alkene isomerization pathway.
The strategic use of multiple ligands to enhance catalyst lifetime and efficiency as
well as to improve reactivity/selectivity has precedent,[284–287] with work on transitionmetal catalyzed cross-coupling reactions being of particular significance.[288] Mixed ligand
catalytic systems have also found utility in circumventing side reactions in polymerization
reactions.[285,289] While in most cases the two ligands are proposed to stabilize the metal
center during the catalytic cycle(s) by means of equilibration, a dual role for one of the
ligands as an organocatalyst also has been suggested.[290] The common theme is that the
best reactivity/selectivity is observed only in the presence of both ligands. Our findings
offer a new example, applied to the selective production of useful LAOs from biorenewable
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fatty acid esters, with DFT calculations providing insights into the specific roles of the
effects of the two ligands.
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